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ABSTRACT

Paving the Path for Heterogeneous Memory Adoption in Production Systems

by

Neha Agarwal

Chair: Thomas F. Wenisch

Systems from smartphones to data-centers to supercomputers are increasingly heterogeneous, comprising various memory technologies and core types. Heterogeneous memory systems provide an opportunity to suitably match varying memory access patterns in applications, reducing CPU time thus increasing performance per dollar resulting in aggregate savings of millions of dollars in large-scale systems. However, with increased provisioning of main memory capacity per machine and differences in memory characteristics (for example, bandwidth, latency, cost, and density), memory management in such heterogeneous memory systems poses multi-fold challenges on system programmability and design.

In this thesis, we tackle memory management of two heterogeneous memory systems: (a) CPU-GPU systems with a unified virtual address space, and (b) Cloud computing platforms that can deploy cheaper but slower memory technologies alongside DRAMs to reduce cost of memory in data-centers. First, we show that operating systems do not have sufficient information to optimally manage pages in bandwidth-asymmetric systems and thus fail to maximize bandwidth to massively-threaded GPU applications sacrificing GPU throughput. We present BW-AWARE placement/migration policies to support OS to make optimal data management decisions. Second, we present a CPU-GPU cache coherence design where CPU and GPU need not implement same cache coherence protocol but provide cache-coherent memory interface to the programmer. Our proposal is first practical approach to provide a unified, coherent CPU–GPU address space without requiring hardware cache coherence, with a potential to enable an explosion in algorithms that leverage tightly coupled CPU–GPU coordination.
Finally, to reduce the cost of memory in cloud platforms where the trend has been to map datasets in memory, we make a case for a two-tiered memory system where cheaper (per bit) memories, such as Intel/Microns 3D XPoint, will be deployed alongside DRAM. We present Thermostat, an application-transparent huge-page-aware software mechanism to place pages in a dual-technology hybrid memory system while achieving both the cost advantages of two-tiered memory and performance advantages of transparent huge pages. With Thermostat’s capability to control the application slowdown on a per application basis, cloud providers can realize cost savings from upcoming cheaper memory technologies by shifting infrequently accessed cold data to slow memory, while satisfying throughput demand of the customers.
CHAPTER I

Introduction

Heterogeneity is ubiquitous in systems ranging from supercomputers and data-centers to smartphones. The fastest supercomputers in the world incorporate accelerators such as graphics processing units (GPUs) and Xeon Phi co-processors alongside central processing units (CPUs) [1]. Similarly, data-centers deploy GPUs and field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA) for accelerating applications like web search and machine learning [2]. Amazon Web Services (AWS), one of the largest cloud providers in the world, offers instances with GPUs and FPGAs as well [3], indicating that such heterogeneous platforms are desirable for running contemporary and future computing applications.

Heterogeneous memory systems pose several challenges to system design and programmability. The complexity is exacerbated if such systems are built by separate vendors; for instance CPU–GPU platforms built with Intel CPUs and NVIDIA GPUs (e.g., P2 and G2 instances in AWS EC2 [3]). Furthermore, installed main memory capacity per machine is rapidly growing to catch up with the trend of large in-memory datasets for data-center/cloud applications [4].

Differences in memory characteristics and rapid growth in memory capacity make memory management of such heterogeneous systems challenging. Decisions about data placement and movement have to be made in an application-transparent manner while simplifying system design and programmability of already complex heterogeneous systems. Application-transparent policies are desirable as they do not require any extra effort from the programmer, which makes the adoption of such policies easier. Simple but effective designs can reduce development and verification effort, which pares down the time to market, enabling easier adoption of heterogeneous memories in production systems.

Previous academic and commercial systems studied Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) extensively. The main optimization goal in such NUMA systems was to cut down on memory access latency as much as possible. However, in domains such as GPGPU computing or data-centers, characteristics such as bandwidth or access cost per bit are
far more critical. In this thesis, we study memory characteristics beyond memory access latency with the goal to simplify system design, easing programmability, while squeezing the best possible performance out of such heterogeneous memory systems. Next we briefly discuss key aspects that are relevant to modern incarnations of heterogeneous memory in GPUs and data-centers.

1. **Different memory bandwidths**: Different memory technologies will typically have differences in their bandwidths, e.g., a GPU connected to on-board GDDR and host-side DDR memories can have a bandwidth differential of $2 - 8 \times$ between the two memory technologies (example systems shown in Figure 1.1). Since GPUs are sensitive to main memory bandwidth (due to massive thread-level parallelism), the metric to optimize in such systems is the total available bandwidth to the GPU from the two memory sources. While prior work on Non-Uniform Memory Access has closely looked at data placement strategies to optimize the total memory access latency in the presence of different memory zones with different access latencies, we show that such policies are not suited to optimizing the total memory bandwidth. Instead, we propose Bandwidth-Aware Placement (BW-AWARE), which directly maximizes the overall bandwidth, and show that it can significantly increase application throughput for several GPU applications.

2. **Different memory coherency domains**: In a heterogeneous CPU–GPU memory system, hardware cache coherence can improve performance by allowing concurrent, fine-grained access to memory by both CPU and GPU. However, implementing hardware cache coherence between the CPU and the GPU can lead to significant challenges because of design and verification involved particularly if the two domains are designed by separate vendors. We introduce Selective Caching, a coherence policy that disallows GPU caching of any memory that would require coherence updates to propagate across the two domains. This approach decouples the cache-coherence protocols in CPUs and GPUs, thus has a potential to improve cross-vendor design cycle time.

3. **Different costs per bit**: Different memory technologies can have different monetary costs. For example, recently announced non-volatile memory technology [5] is projected to be significantly cheaper than regular DRAM, while also being significantly higher latency. Its lower cost per bit makes it a good candidate for use in data-centers, where main memory cost can be $\approx 30\%$ of the server machine cost, translating to $3 - 15\%$ of the total cost of ownership (TCO), amounting to billions of
dollars [6]. However, higher memory access latency means that only cold, i.e., infrequently accessed data can be placed in such memories. Detection of such cold data should be done application-transparently, since that allows cloud providers to transparently swap out slow memory in place of DRAM. We study how to place as much data in slow memory as possible, while being completely application-transparent, to improve performance per dollar in data-centers.

Below, we describe each of these three problems in detail and give a brief sketch of our proposed solution to these problems.

### 1.1 Bandwidth-asymmetric Systems

GPU-attached Bandwidth-Optimized (BO) memory (e.g., GDDR5) has been allocated and managed primarily through explicit, programmer-inserted function calls for obtaining maximum throughput out of GPUs. To make best use of the bandwidth available to GPU programs, programmers have to explicitly call memory copy functions to copy the data over the relatively slow PCIe bus to the GPU memory, and — only then — launch their GPU kernels. This up-front data allocation and transfer has been necessary since transferring data over the PCIe bus is a high overhead operation, and a bulk transfer of data amortizes this overhead. This data manipulation overhead also results in significant porting challenges when retargeting existing applications to GPUs, particularly for high-level languages that make use of libraries and dynamic memory allocation during application execution.
Recognizing the obstacle that explicit, programmer-inserted function call poses to the wider adoption of GPUs in more parallel applications, programming systems like NVIDIA’s CUDA, OpenCL, and OpenACC are evolving to shared virtual address space between CPU and GPU [7]. With the availability of Unified Virtual Memory (UVM) [7] for NVIDIA GPUs the programmer-directed manual copy requirements has been lifted. Concurrently, CPU–GPU architectures are evolving to have unified globally addressable memory systems in which both the GPU and CPU can access any portion of memory at any time, regardless of its physical location. Today this unified view of memory is layered on top of legacy hardware designs by implementing software-based runtimes that dynamically copy data on demand between the GPU and CPU [8]. This on-demand copying results in significant throughput degradation as data copy time is not overlapped with GPU kernel launch latency, resulting in exposure of data copy latency to the GPU kernel run time. Thus, systems with the highest throughput requirements (i.e., majority of GPGPU systems) still use programmer-optimized code to run on GPUs.

As depicted in Figure [1:1] over the next several years it is expected that GPU and CPU systems will move away from the PCIe interface to a fully cache coherent (CC) interface [9]. These systems will provide high bandwidth (5−10× higher) and low latency (10× lower) between the non-uniform memory access (NUMA) pools attached to discrete processors by layering coherence protocols on top of physical link technologies such as NVLink [10], Hypertransport [11], or QPI [12].

As heterogeneous CPU–GPU systems move to a transparent unified memory system, the OS and runtime systems need information about other aspects of memory zones such as their bandwidths instead of only the access latency information that is exposed today via Advanced Configuration and Power Interface. In CC-NUMA systems today, latency information alone is adequate as CPUs are generally more performance sensitive to memory system latency rather than other memory characteristics. In contrast, massively parallel GPUs and their highly-threaded programming models have been designed to gracefully handle long memory latencies, instead demanding high bandwidth. Unfortunately, differences in bandwidth capabilities, read versus write performance, and access energy are not exposed to software; making it difficult for the operating system, runtime, or programmer to make good decisions about memory placement in these GPU-equipped systems. In this thesis (Chapters [III] [IV]) we investigate the effect on GPU performance of exposing memory system bandwidth information to the operating system/runtime and user applications to improve the quality of dynamic page placement and migration decisions. We propose Bandwidth-Aware (BW-AWARE) page placement and dynamic page migration to fully utilize memory bandwidth for throughput-oriented CPU–GPU heteroge-
neous memory systems [13, 14].

1.2 Different Coherence Domains

Introducing globally visible shared memory improves programmer productivity by eliminating explicit copies and memory management overheads. Whereas this abstraction can be supported using only software page-level protection mechanisms [7, 15], hardware cache coherence can improve performance by allowing concurrent, fine-grained access to memory by both CPU and GPU.

Despite the programmability benefits of CPU–GPU cache coherence, designing such a system can pose several hurdles. Prior studies [16, 17] have shown that coherence implementations are a major source of hardware design bugs. Extending a CPU coherence implementation to a GPU over a long-latency interconnect (∼100ns) will only increase the design cost of such a system. Also, if the CPUs and GPUs are to be manufactured by different vendors, a high level of coordination is needed between those two vendors – including coordination on the specification of coherence implementation and verification efforts. Quoting George Bernard Shaw: “The single biggest problem in communication is the illusion it has already taken place.” Such hurdles make CPU–GPU cache coherence an unattractive option to deploy in a product.

Current CPUs have up to 18 cores per socket [18] but GPUs are expected to have hundreds of streaming multiprocessors (SMs) each with its own cache(s) within the next few years. Hence, extending traditional hardware cache-coherency into a multi-chip CPU–GPU memory system requires coherence messages to be exchanged not just within the GPU but over the CPU–GPU interconnect. Keeping these hundreds of caches coherent with a traditional HW coherence protocol, as shown in Figure 5.1, potentially requires large state and interconnect bandwidth [19, 20]. Some recent proposals call for data-race-free GPU programming models, which allow relaxed or scoped memory consistency to reduce the frequency or hide the latency of enforcing coherence [21]. However, irrespective of memory ordering requirements, such approaches still rely on hardware cache-coherence mechanisms to avoid the need for software to explicitly track and flush modified cache lines to an appropriate scope at each synchronization point. Techniques like region coherence [22] seek to scale coherence protocols for heterogeneous systems, but require pervasive changes throughout the CPU and GPU memory systems. Such approaches also incur highly coordinated design and verification effort by both CPU and GPU vendors [16] that is challenging when multiple vendors wish to integrate existing CPU and GPU designs in a timely manner.
Due to the significant challenges associated with building such cache-coherent systems, in this thesis (Chapter V), we architect a GPU selective caching mechanism [23]. This mechanism provides the conceptual simplicity of CPU–GPU hardware cache coherence and maintains a high level of GPU performance (93% of hardware cache-coherent system), but does not actually implement complex hardware cache coherence between the CPU and GPU.

1.3 Cheaper Memory Technologies

Upcoming memory technologies, such as Intel/Micron’s recently-announced 3D XPoint memory [24], are projected to be denser and cheaper per bit than DRAM while providing the byte-addressable load-store interface of conventional main memory. Improved capacity and cost per bit come at the price of higher access latency, projected to fall somewhere in the range of 400ns to several microseconds [24] as opposed to 50–100ns for DRAM. Slow memory can result in a net cost win if the cost savings of replaced DRAM outweigh the cost increase due to reduced program performance or by enabling a higher peak memory capacity per server than is economically viable with DRAM alone.

However, deploying such memories in a cloud service for use by its customers is riddled with several challenges. It is important for cloud providers to be able to provide service-level-agreements (SLAs) to customers guaranteeing performance of the cloud platform. To provide such SLAs in the presence of slow memory, any memory placement policy must estimate the performance degradation associated with placing a given memory page in slow memory, which in turn requires some method to gauge the page access rate. Lack of accurate and performant page access rate tracking in contemporary x86 hardware makes this task challenging.

Making slow memory use application-transparent is particularly critical for cloud computing environments, where the cloud provider may wish to transparently substitute cheap memory for DRAM to reduce provisioning cost, but has limited visibility and control of customer applications. Relatively few cloud customers are likely to take advantage of cheaper-but-slower memory technology if they must redesign their applications to explicitly allocate and manage hot and cold memory footprints. A host-OS-based cold memory detection and placement mechanism is a natural candidate for such an environment.

In this thesis (Chapter VI) we propose Thermostat [25] that manages two-tiered main memory transparently to applications while preserving the benefits of huge pages and dynamically enforcing limits on performance degradation (e.g., limiting slowdown to 3%).
1.4 Contributions

In this thesis we make following contributions:

- We show that existing CPU-oriented page placement policies are sub-optimal for placement in bandwidth-asymmetric GPU-based memory systems and do not have enough information to make informed decisions when optimizing for GPU applications that run thousands of threads launching multiple memory requests in parallel. We show that placing all pages in the highest bandwidth memory is not the best performing page placement policy for GPU workloads and propose a new bandwidth-aware (BW-AWARE) page placement policy that can concurrently maximize the bandwidth available from different memory technologies. (Chapter III)

- In regards to page migration policies, we show that counter-based metrics to determine when to migrate pages from the CPU to GPU are insufficient for finding an optimal migration policy to exploit GPU memory bandwidth. In streaming workloads, where each page may be accessed only a few times, waiting for $N$ accesses to occur before migrating a page will actually limit the number of accesses that occur after migration, reducing the efficacy of the page migration operation. We propose a page migration policy which is aware of bandwidth differential and balances migration with CC-NUMA link utilization that outperforms either CPU or GPU memory being used in isolation. (Chapter IV)

- We propose GPU selective caching, which can provide a CPU–GPU system that provides a unified shared memory without requiring hardware cache-coherence protocols within the GPU or between CPU and GPU caches. We identify that much of the improvement from GPU caches is due to the request filtering to lower memory hierarchy. We capture spatial locality by coalescing requests in miss status handling registers (MSHRs) and propose a small on-die CPU cache specifically to handle uncached requests that will be issued at sub-cache line granularity from the GPU. This cache helps both shield the CPU memory system from the bandwidth hungry GPU and supports improved CPU–GPU interconnect efficiency by implementing variable-sized transfer granularity. (Chapter V)

- To reduce cost of memory in large scale data-centers and cloud platforms, we make a case for using upcoming cheaper but slower memory technologies, such as Intel's/Micron's 3D XPoint. We propose Thermostat, an online low-overhead application-transparent page management mechanism for controlling performance
degradation due to placing infrequently accessed pages (cold pages) in slow memory for two-tiered main memory system. Thermostat supports huge pages, which are performance critical to applications running on cloud platforms under virtualization. With Thermostat, cloud vendors can move infrequently accessed pages to cheaper/slower memory and keep the application slowdown in control meeting customer’s throughput demands. By moving pages to cheaper memory, DRAM’s capacity can be freed up to pack more virtual machines on the same machine reducing the amount of machines required for large footprint applications, thereby reducing the cost reflected on cloud customers. (Chapter VI)

1.5 Impact

Simple but effective page management algorithms have enormous sustainability, with no major changes to locality based page placement occurring in the last several decades. With the introduction of high bandwidth memory, heterogeneous memory CPU + GPU systems started shipping in 2016, yet operating systems today are ill prepared to take advantage of performance-asymmetric memories. As these systems proliferate, OS page placement policies must fundamentally be re-architected to account for the underlying topology and technology differences that will be present in many, if not most, memory systems. While latency-bound applications (typically run on the CPU) will likely continue to use locality (and thus latency) to drive their page placement decisions, bandwidth-bound applications (like GPU workloads) cannot maximize performance without the introduction of new BW-AWARE page placement algorithms. Similarly, without appropriate page placement strategies the energy efficiency opportunities presented by heterogeneous memories will not be realized.

BW-AWARE page placement and application aware page placement works seamlessly across systems with varying memory bandwidth ratios, because the underlying operating system and runtime environment actively query the available bandwidth of hardware at execution time. On the other hand, approaches like hardware DRAM cache approaches are fixed at runtime and optimal cache design is typically a function of cache capacity to backing memory capacity as well as the relative bandwidths between the high bandwidth cache memory and backing memory bandwidth. The combination of conceptual and design simplicity makes BW-AWARE page placement likely to be used in most systems, cementing its place as the standard management policy for heterogeneous memories, for many years to come.

Programmability with Performance: Whereas cache-coherent access can boost
programmer productivity significantly, it is difficult to implement cache coherent memory for discrete GPU systems, particularly when the CPU and GPU are supplied by different vendors (e.g., NVIDIA GPUs in IBM Power servers). Selective caching eliminates the need for a unified hardware cache coherence protocol, removing the most difficult aspect of providing a unified shared memory implementation. We see selective caching occupying a feasibility sweet spot; sacrificing a small amount of performance for enormous wins in conceptual and implementation complexity.

**Verification and Time-to-market:** Verification is a major factor in the total cost and time-to-market to ship a processor. CPU–GPU coherence increases verification overhead significantly, since it requires a combined validation of the CPU and GPU designs. Debugging problems are particularly difficult in multi-vendor collaborations, because each vendor is incentivized to reveal as little of their intellectual property as possible to their counterparts to preserve market advantage. Selective caching simplifies such collaborations by removing tight technical entanglements between designs, which can significantly reduce the time-to-market of new products.

Because it is difficult to quantify, design simplicity is rarely a focus of academic research. Yet, we argue that hidden complexities, such a validation efforts or the requirement for industry wide coordination are often key impediments that prevents practical adoption of otherwise laudable academic proposals. We have partnered with product groups both within NVIDIA and IBM while pursuing this research to ensure that practical implementation concerns are first and foremost throughout our research [26].

**Cheaper Memory Technology in Cloud Deployments:** Slower but cheaper memory technologies such as NVRAMs hold great promise to lower the memory costs for cloud vendors. However, vendors have little control over the client applications, and have to guarantee Service Level Agreements. Also, dependence on hardware features only delays the adoption of such technologies due to the time required for rolling out new features in CPUs. Thermostat is the first policy to our knowledge that addresses these challenges by a software-only mechanism, thus paving the way towards large-scale deployments of such technologies in datacenters.

Also, Thermostat's novel software-only sampling policy shows the potential for using software-only mechanisms for inferring application memory patterns in runtime at extremely low overhead (< 1%). We expect that Thermostat's sampling policy can be employed in other scenarios that require runtime monitoring of application access patterns, such as resource sharing between applications, memory access profile-guided optimizations etc.
CHAPTER II

Background and Motivation

Systems using heterogeneous CPU and GPU computing resources have been widely used for several years. High performance GPUs have developed into stand-alone PCIe-attached accelerators requiring explicit memory management by the programmer to control data transfers into the GPU’s high-bandwidth locally attached memory. As GPUs have evolved, the onus of explicit memory management has been addressed by providing a unified shared memory address space between the GPU and CPU [7, 15]. Whereas a single unified virtual address space improves programmer productivity, discrete GPU and CPU systems still have separate locally attached physical memories, optimized for bandwidth and latency respectively.

2.1 Bandwidth Hungry Characteristics of GPUs

A by-product of the GPU’s many-threaded design is that it is able to maintain a large number of in-flight memory requests and execution throughput is correlated to memory bandwidth rather than latency, as compared to CPU designs. As a result, GPUs have chosen to integrate high bandwidth off-package memory like GDDR rather than accessing the CPU’s DDR directly or integrating DDR locally on the GPU board.

To highlight the sensitivity of GPU performance to memory characteristics, Figures 2.1a and 2.1b show the performance variation as memory bandwidth and latency vary for a variety of GPU compute benchmarks from the Rodinia [27] and Parboil [28] suites, as well as a number of recent HPC [29, 30, 31, 32] workloads. Most of these GPU workloads are sensitive to changes in bandwidth, while showing much more modest sensitivity to varying the latency; only _sgemm_ stands out as highly latency sensitive among these 33 workloads. Some application kernels are neither bandwidth nor latency sensitive and do not see significant performance variation as modifications are made to the memory sub-
system. While GPU-equipped systems generally require bandwidth-optimized memories to achieve peak performance, these memory technologies have significant cost, capacity, and/or energy disadvantages over alternative DRAM technologies.

The most common Bandwidth-Optimized (BO) memory technology today is GDDR5 [33]. Providing a per-pin data rate of up to 7Gbps, this memory technology is widely used with discrete GPUs used in HPC, workstation, and desktop systems. Due to the high data rates, GDDR5 systems require significant energy per access and are unable to support high-capacity multi-rank systems. In contrast, the roadmap for the next several years of cost/capacity-optimized (CO) DRAM (DDR4 and LPDDR4) provides a per-pin data rate that reaches only 3.2 Gbps. However, these CO DRAM technologies provide similar latency at a fraction of the cost and lower energy per access compared to the BO GDDR5 memories. Looking forward, systems requiring more bandwidth and/or re-
duced energy per access are moving to die-stacked DRAM technologies [34, 35]. These bandwidth-optimized stacked memories are significantly more energy-efficient than off-package memory technologies like GDDR5, DDR4, and LPDDR4. Unfortunately, the number of DRAM die that can be economically stacked in a single package is limited, necessitating systems to also provide a pool of off-package capacity-optimized DRAM.

This disaggregation of memory into on-package and off-package pools is one factor motivating the need to revisit page placement within the context of GPU performance. Future GPU/CPU systems are likely to take this disaggregation further and move capacity-optimized memory not just off the GPU package, but across a high speed interconnect where it is physically attached to the CPU rather than the GPU, or possibly further [36]. In a CC-NUMA system, the physical location of this capacity-optimized memory only changes the latency and bandwidth properties of this memory pool – it is functionally equivalent regardless of being CPU or GPU locally attached. A robust page placement policy for GPUs will abstract the on-package, off-package, and remote memory properties into performance and power characteristics based on which it can make optimized decisions.

2.2 Current OS NUMA Page Placement

In modern symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) systems, each socket typically consists of several cores within a chip multi-processor (CMP) that share last-level caches and on-chip memory controllers [37]. The number of memory channels connected to a processor socket is often limited by the available pin count. To increase the available memory bandwidth and capacity in a system, individual sockets can be connected via a cache coherent interconnect fabric such as Intel’s Quick Path [12], AMD’s HyperTransport [11], or NVIDIA’s NVLink [10]. A single socket, the processors within it, and the physically attached memory comprise what an operating system sees as a local NUMA zone. Each socket is a separate NUMA zone. While a processor within any given zone can access the DRAM within any other zone, there is additional latency to service this memory request compared to a locally serviced memory request because the request must be routed first to its own memory controller, across the socket interconnect, and through the remote memory controller.

Operating systems such as Linux have recognized that, unless necessary, it is typically better for applications to service memory requests from their own NUMA zone to minimize memory latency. To get the best performance out of these NUMA systems, Linux learns system topology information from the Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI)
System Resource Affinity Table (SRAT) and memory latency information from the ACPI System Locality Information Table (SLIT). After discovering this information, Linux provides two basic page placement policies that can be specified by applications to indicate where they prefer their physical memory pages to be placed when using standard `malloc` and `mmap` calls to allocate memory.

**LOCAL:** The default policy inherited by user processes is *LOCAL* in which physical page allocations will be from memory within the local NUMA zone of the executing process, unless otherwise specified or due to capacity limitations. This typically results in allocations from memory physically attached to the CPU on which the process is running, thus minimizing memory access latency.

**INTERLEAVE:** The second available allocation policy, which processes must specifically inform the OS they would like to use, is *INTERLEAVE*. This policy allocates pages round-robin across all (or a subset) of the NUMA zones within the SMP system to balance bandwidth across the memory pools. The downside of this policy is that the additional bandwidth comes at the expense of increased memory latency. Today, the OS has no knowledge about the relative bandwidth of memories in these different NUMA zones because SMP systems have traditionally had bandwidth-symmetric memory systems.

In addition to these OS placement policies, Linux provides a library interface called *libNUMA* for applications to request memory allocations from specific NUMA zones. This facility provides low-level control over memory placement but requires careful programming because applications running on different systems will often have different NUMA-zone layouts. Additional difficulties arise because there is no performance feedback mechanism available to programmers when making memory placement decisions, nor are they aware of which processor(s) their application will be running on while writing their application.

With the advent of heterogeneous memory systems, the assumptions that operating system NUMA zones will be symmetric in bandwidth and power characteristics break down. The addition of heterogeneous GPU and CPU computing resources further stresses the page placement policies since processes may not necessarily be migrated to help mitigate performance imbalance, as certain phases of computation are now pinned to the type of processor executing the program. As a result, data placement policies combined with bandwidth-asymmetric memories can have significant impact on GPU, and possibly CPU, performance.
2.3 Memory Copy Overhead in GPUs

In current CPU/GPU designs, GPU and CPU memory systems are private and require explicit copying to the GPU before the application can execute. Figure 2.2 shows the effect of this copy overhead on application performance by comparing GDDR to GDDR+memcpy performance which includes the cost of the programmer manually copying data from the DDR to the GDDR before launching the GPU kernels. While this copy overhead varies from application to application, it can be a non-trivial performance overhead for short-running GPU applications and can even negate the effectiveness of using the high bandwidth GDDR on-board the GPU in a limited number of cases.

While it is technically possible for the GPU to access CPU memory directly over PCIe today, the long latency (microseconds) of the access makes this a rarely used memory operation. Programming system advancements enabling a uniform global address space, like those introduced in CUDA 6.0 [8], relax the requirement forcing programmers to allocate and explicitly copy memory to the GPU up-front, but do nothing to improve the overhead of this data transfer. Further, by copying pages from the CPU to the GPU piece-meal on demand, these new runtimes often introduce additional overhead compared to performing a highly optimized bulk transfer of all the data that the GPU will need during execution. The next step in the evolution of GPUs, given the unified addressing, is to
optimize the performance of this new programming model.

### 2.4 Cache Coherent GPUs Enhancing System Programmability

The key advancement expected to enable performance is the introduction of CC-NUMA GPU and CPU systems. Using cache coherence layered upon NVLink, HT, or QPI, GPUs will likely be able to access CPU memory in hundreds of nanoseconds at bandwidths up to 128GB/s by bringing cache lines directly into GPU caches. Figure 2.2 shows the upper bound (labeled ORACLE) on performance that could be achieved if both the system DDR memory and GPU GDDR memory were used concurrently, assuming data had been optimally placed in both technologies. In this work, we define oracle placement to be \textit{a priori} page placement in the GPU memory (thus requiring no migration), of the minimum number of pages, when sorted from hottest to coldest, such that the GDDR bandwidth is fully subscribed during application execution.

Because initial CPU/GPU CC-NUMA systems are likely to use a form of IOMMU address translation services for walking the OS page tables within the GPU, it is unlikely that GPUs will be able to directly allocate and map their own physical memory without a call back to the CPU and operating system. In this work, we make a baseline assumption that all physically allocated pages are initially allocated in the CPU memory and only the operating system or GPU runtime system executing on the host can initiate page migrations to the GPU. In such a system, two clear performance goals become evident. The first is to design a memory policy that balances CC-NUMA access and page migration to simply achieve the performance of the legacy bulk copy interface without the programming limitations. The second, more ambitious, goal is to exceed this performance and approach the oracular performance by using these memory zones concurrently, enabling a peak memory bandwidth that is the sum of the two zones.

Achieving either of these goals requires migrating enough data to the GPU to exploit its high memory bandwidth while avoiding migrating pages that may never be accessed again. Every page migration increases the total bandwidth requirement of the application and over-migration potentially reduces application performance if sufficient bandwidth headroom in both the DDR and GDDR is not available. Thus, the runtime system must be selective about which pages to migrate. The runtime system also must be cognizant that performing TLB invalidations (an integral part of page migration) on a GPU does not just halt a single processor, but thousands of compute pipelines that may be accessing these pages through a large shared TLB structure. This shared TLB structure makes page migrations between a CPU and GPU potentially much more costly (in terms of the
opportunity cost of lost execution throughput) than in CPU-only systems.

In addition to managing the memory bandwidth overhead of page migration and execution stalls due to TLB shootdowns, the relative bandwidth utilization of both the CPU and GPU memory must be taken into account when making page migration decisions. When trying to balance memory bandwidth between two distinct memory zones, it is possible to over- or under-subscribe either memory zone. Migrating pages too slowly to the GPU memory will leave its local memory sitting idle, wasting precious bandwidth. Conversely, migrating pages to the GPU too aggressively may result in under-utilization of the CPU memory while paying the maximum cost in terms of migration overheads. A comprehensive CPU-GPU memory management solution will attempt to balance all of these effects to maximize memory system and GPU throughput in future mobile, graphics, HPC, and data-center installations.

2.5 Supporting Hardware Cache Coherence in GPUs

Managing the physical location of data, and guaranteeing that reads access the most up-to-date copies of data in a unified shared memory can be done through the use of page level migration and protection. Such mechanisms move data at the OS page granularity between physical memories [7]. With the advent of non-PCIe high bandwidth, low latency CPU–GPU interconnects, the possibility of performing cache-line, rather than OS-page-granularity, accesses becomes feasible. Without OS level page protection mechanisms to support correctness guarantees, however, the responsibility of coherence has typically fallen on hardware cache-coherence implementations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>L1 Hit Rate (%)</th>
<th>L2 Hit Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>backprop</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfs</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>58.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>btree</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cns</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>55.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comd</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kmeans</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minife</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nummer</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>needle</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>55.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pathfinder</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>srad_v1</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xsbench</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>63.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arith Mean</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>51.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: GPU L1 and L2 cache hit rates (average).

As programming models supporting transparent CPU-GPU sharing become more prevalent and sharing becomes more fine-grain and frequent, the performance gap between page-level coherence and fine-grained hardware cache-coherent access will grow [14, 13, 38]. On-chip caches, and thus HW cache coherence, are widely used in CPUs because they provide substantial memory bandwidth and latency improvements [39]. Building scalable, high-performance cache coherence requires a holistic system that strikes a balance between directory storage overhead, cache probe bandwidth, and application characteristics [22, 40, 41, 20, 16, 42, 19]. Although relaxed or scoped consistency models allow coherence operations to be re-ordered or deferred, hiding latency, they do not obviate the need for HW cache coherence. However, supporting a CPU-like HW coherence model in large GPUs, where many applications do not require coherence, is a tax on GPU designers. Similarly, requiring CPUs to relax or change their HW coherence implementations or implement instructions enabling software management of the cache hierarchy adds significant system complexity.

Prior work has shown that due to their many threaded design, GPUs are insensitive to off-package memory latency but very sensitive to off-chip memory bandwidth [14, 13]. Table 2.1 shows the L1 and L2 cache hit rates across a variety of workloads from the Rodinia and United States Department of Energy application suites [27, 43]. These low hit rates cause GPUs to also be fairly insensitive to small changes in L1 and L2 cache latency and bandwidth, as shown in Figure 2.3. This lack of sensitivity raises the question whether GPUs need to uniformly employ on-chip caching of all off-chip memory in order to achieve good performance. If GPUs do not need or can selectively employ on-chip caching, then
CPU–GPU systems can be built that present a unified coherent shared memory address space to the CPU, while not requiring a HW cache-coherence implementation within the GPU.

Avoiding hardware cache coherence benefits GPUs by decoupling them from the coherence protocol implemented within the CPU complex, enables simplified GPU designs, and improves compatibility across future systems. It also reduces the scaling load on the existing CPU coherence and directory structures by eliminating the potential addition of hundreds of additional caches, all of which may be sharing data. Selective caching does not come without a cost however. Some portions of the global memory space will become un-cacheable within the GPU and bypassing on-chip caches can place additional load on limited off-chip memory resources. In the following sections, we show that by leveraging memory request coalescing, small CPU-side caches, improved interconnect efficiency, and promiscuous read-only caching, selective caching GPUs can perform nearly as well as HW cache-coherent CPU–GPU systems.
2.6 Virtual Memory Management in Linux

As the size of main memory has grown, the overheads of virtual memory systems have grown as well. The hierarchical Linux page table for the x86-64 architecture, shown in Figure 2.4, is four levels – and thus may incur up to four extra main memory accesses to walk the page table in [44]. Moreover, execution in virtualized environments can increase the number of memory accesses to 24, a $6 \times$ increase from the non-virtualized case [45, 46, 47]. As a result, the Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB), which acts as a cache for virtual-to-physical mappings, has become increasingly important to mollify the effects of virtual memory translation overhead.

In most architectures, TLB accesses lie on the critical path of memory accesses, hence hardware timing constraints limit the number of TLB entries that can be searched on each access. As memory capacities grow while page sizes remain constant, TLB coverage – the fraction of main memory that can be represented by the contents of the TLB at any given time – necessarily decreases. This reduced coverage hampers the performance of programs with large working sets and/or instruction footprints because it increases the number of TLB misses they exhibit, and thus the number of page table walks that must be performed. What’s more, as working set sizes – and, correspondingly, page table sizes – grow, the fraction of translation data that can fit in the cache is reduced, leading to more severe TLB miss penalties.

Huge pages directly address the costs of fine-grain page management. They effectively increase TLB coverage – one huge page TLB entry covers the area of a large number of regular page entries – thus reducing page faults, and they reduce the size of the page table structure, leading to both fewer memory accesses upon a TLB miss and increased cache-ability of translation data.

2.7 Transparent Huge Pages

Early system support for huge pages, static huge pages, requires bucketing the available physical memory at boot time into standard pages and huge pages. Static huge pages are disjoint from the standard memory pool and cannot be used for the disk page cache, disk write buffers, or any kernel data structure. Moreover static huge pages require application changes and are thus non-transparent to the programmer. The static provisioning of memory into static huge pages also leads to allocation problems and memory stranding if the actual demand for huge pages does not match the boot-time configuration. Thus, even if applications are static huge page-aware, such a solution is less than
ideal for many systems because it requires a priori knowledge of applications’ memory requirements to ensure ideal performance.

Recent versions of the Linux kernel instead exploit huge pages through THP. With THP, the kernel attempts to invisibly (i.e., without the knowledge of the user) allocate huge pages to back large regions of contiguous virtual memory. Transparent allocation is advantageous because it allows existing code bases to reap the rewards of huge pages without modification and doesn’t require changing the interfaces and invariants of system calls and functions that require consideration of page size, such as `mmap()` . However, the kernel may demote allocated huge pages by breaking them down into a set of regular pages when it deems necessary to maintain support for functions that are not huge page-aware.

**Allocation/Promotion:** The first time an application touches an allocated region of virtual memory, a page fault occurs and the kernel allocates one or more physical pages to back that region and records the virtual to physical mapping. With THP enabled, the kernel allocates huge pages for anonymous (i.e., non-file-backed) regions of huge page-sized and -aligned virtually contiguous memory during the initial page fault to that region. Alternatively, if a region isn’t initially backed by a huge page, it can later undergo promotion, in which multiple regular pages are marked to be treated as a single huge page. The kernel can be set to either aggressively allocate huge pages whenever it can, or to only allocate them when the user provides hints via the `madvise()` system call.

**Demotion:** Any region backed by a huge page may be subject to spontaneous demotion to regular pages. Because various parts of the kernel source code are not huge page-aware, giving them access to a huge page could lead to unspecified or erroneous behavior. As a result, huge pages are often `split`, or broken into several regular pages, before they are passed to functions that are not huge page-aware. To perform this split, the page table must be updated to reflect the many regular pages that comprise the demoted huge page.
CHAPTER III

Page Placement Strategies for GPUs within Heterogeneous Memory Systems

3.1 Introduction

GPUs are now ubiquitous in systems ranging from mobile phones to data-centers like Amazon’s elastic compute cloud (EC2) and HPC installations like Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s Titan supercomputer. Figure 3.1 shows several processor and memory topology options that are likely to be common over the next several years. While traditional systems are likely to continue using commodity DDR3 and soon DDR4, many future GPUs and mobile systems are moving to also include higher bandwidth, but capacity limited, on-package memories such as High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) or Wide-I02 (WIO2). Regardless the type of machine, both memories will be globally accessible to maximize aggregate capacity and performance, making all systems non-uniform memory access (NUMA) due to variations in latency, bandwidth, and connection topology. Depending on the memories paired the bandwidth ratio between the bandwidth-optimized (BO) and capacity or cost optimized (CO) memory pools may be as low as 2× or as high as 8×.

Massively parallel GPUs and their highly-threaded programming models can tolerate long memory latencies but, these throughput oriented processors demand high bandwidth. However, due to lack of exposure of difference in bandwidth capabilities differential of main memory technologies OS or the programmer, they cannot make the best memory management decisions to exploit the memory bandwidth of heterogeneous CPU-GPU system. In this thesis we explore the effect on GPU performance of exposing memory system bandwidth information to the operating system/runtime and user applications to improve the quality of dynamic page placement decisions.

We explore two OS page placement policies: 1) Application agnostic Bandwidth-Aware (BW-AWARE) page placement policy that can
outperform Linux’s current bandwidth-optimized INTERLEAVE placement by 35% and the default latency optimized LOCAL allocation policy by as much as 18%, when the application footprint fits within bandwidth-optimized memory capacity.

2) For memory capacity constrained systems (i.e. bandwidth-optimized memory capacity is insufficient for the workload footprint), we demonstrate that using simple application annotations to inform the OS/runtime of hot versus cold data structures can outperform the current Linux INTERLEAVE and LOCAL page placement policies. Our annotation based policy combined with bandwidth information can outperform these page placement policies by 19% and 12% respectively, and get within 90% of oracle page placement performance.

3.2 BW-AWARE Page Placement

Using all available memory bandwidth is a key driver to maximizing performance for many GPU workloads. To exploit this observation, we propose a new OS page placement algorithm which accounts for the bandwidth differential between different bandwidth-optimized and capacity-optimized memories when making page placement decisions. This section discusses the need, implementation, and results for a bandwidth-aware (BW-
AWARE) page placement policy for systems where the application footprint fits within BO memory, the common case for GPU workloads today. Later in Section 3.4, we discuss an extension to BW-AWARE placement for systems where memory placement decisions are constrained by the capacity of the bandwidth-optimized memory. Both HPC systems trying to maximize in-memory problem footprint and mobile systems which are capacity limited by cost and physical part dimensions may soon encounter these capacity constraints with heterogeneous memories.

3.2.1 Bandwidth Maximized Page Placement

The goal of bandwidth-aware page placement is to enable a GPU to effectively use the total combined bandwidth of all the memory in the system. Because GPUs are able to hide high memory latency without stalling their pipelines, all memories in a system can be used to service GPU requests, even when those memories are off-package or require one or more hops through a system interconnect to access. To exploit bandwidth-heterogeneous memories, our BW-AWARE policy places physical memory pages in the ratio of aggregate bandwidths of the memories in the system without requiring any knowledge of page access frequency. Below we derive that this placement policy is optimal for maximizing bandwidth.

Consider a system with bandwidth-optimized and capacity-optimized memories with bandwidths $b_B$ and $b_C$ respectively, where unrestricted capacity of both memories are available. Let $f_B$ represent fraction of data placed in the BO memory and $1 - f_B$ in the CO memory. Let us assume there are total of $N$ memory accesses uniformly spread among different pages. Then the total amount of time spent by the BO memory to serve $N \times f_B$ memory accesses is $N \times f_B / b_B$ and that by the CO memory to serve $N(1 - f_B)$ memory accesses is $N(1 - f_B) / b_C$. Since requests to these two memories are serviced in parallel, the total time $T$ to serve the memory requests is:

$$T = \max(N \times f_B / b_B, N(1 - f_B) / b_C)$$

To maximize performance, $T$ must be minimized. Since, $N \times f_B / b_B$ and $N(1 - f_B) / b_C$ are linear in $f_B$ and $N \times f_B / b_B$ is increasing function while $N(1 - f_B) / b_C$ is decreasing, the minimum of $T$ occurs when both are equal:

$$T_{opt} = N \times f_B / b_B = N(1 - f_B) / b_C$$
Therefore,

\[ f_{B_{opt}} = \frac{b_B}{b_B + b_C} \]

Because we have assumed that all pages are accessed uniformly, the optimal page placement ratio is the same as the bandwidth service ratio between the bandwidth-optimized and capacity-optimized memory pools. From this derivation we make two additional observations. First, BW-AWARE placement will generalize to an optimal policy where there are more than two technologies by placing pages in the bandwidth ratio of all memory pools. Second, a practical implementation of a BW-AWARE policy must be aware of the bandwidth provided by the various memory pools available within a system. Hence there is a need for a new System Bandwidth Information Table (SBIT), much like there is already a ACPI System Locality Information Table (SLIT) which exposes memory latency information to the operating system today. We will re-visit the assumption of uniform page access later in Section 3.3.1.

While it would be ideal to evaluate our page placement policy on a real CC-NUMA GPU/CPU system with a heterogeneous memory system, such systems are not available today. Mobile systems containing both ARM CPU cores and NVIDIA GPU cores exist today in products such as the NVIDIA Shield Portable, but use a single LPDDR3 memory system. Desktop and HPC systems today have heterogeneous memory attached to CPUs and discrete GPUs but these processors are not connected through a cache coherent interconnect. They require explicit user management of memory if any data is to be copied from the host CPU memory to the GPU memory or vice versa over the PCIe interconnect. Pages can not be directly placed into GPU memory on allocation by the operating system. Without a suitable real system to experiment on, we turned to simulation to evaluate our
page placement improvements.

3.2.2 Methodology

3.2.2.1 Baseline system configuration

To evaluate page placement policies, we simulated a heterogeneous memory system attached to a GPU comprised of both bandwidth-optimized GDDR and cost/capacity-optimized DDR where the GDDR memory is attached directly to the GPU. No contemporary GPU system is available which supports cache-coherent access to heterogeneous memories. Commonly available PCIe-attached GPUs are constrained by interconnect bandwidth and lack of cache-coherence; while cache-coherent GPU systems, such as AMD’s Kaveri, do not ship with heterogeneous memory. Our simulation environment is based on GPGPU-Sim [48] which has been validated against NVIDIA's Fermi class GPUs and is reported to match hardware performance with up to 98.3% accuracy [49]. We modified GPGPU-Sim to support a heterogeneous GDDR5-DDR4 memory system with the simulation parameters listed in Table 3.1. We model a baseline system with 200GB/s of GPU-attached memory bandwidth and 80GB/s of CPU-attached memory bandwidth, providing a bandwidth ratio of $\frac{2}{5}$ as shown in Table 3.1. We made several changes to the baseline GTX-480 model to bring our configuration in-line with the resources available in more modern GPUs, including a larger number of MSHRs and higher clock frequency.

3.2.2.2 Simulator modifications for policy evaluation

As noted in Section 2.1, attaching the capacity-optimized memory directly to the GPU is functionally equivalent to remote CPU attached memory, but with different latency parameters. To simulate an additional interconnect hop to remote CPU-attached memory, we model a fixed, pessimistic, additional 100 cycle latency to access the DDR4 memory from the GPU. This overhead is derived from the single additional interconnect hop latency found in SMP CPU-only designs such as the Intel XEON [37].

Our heterogeneous memory model contains the same number of MSHRs per memory channel as the baseline memory configuration. The number of MSHRs in the baseline configuration is sufficient to effectively hide the additional interconnect latency to the DDR memory in Figure 2.1b. Should MSHR quantity become an issue when supporting two level memories, previous work has shown that several techniques can efficiently increase MSHRs with only modest cost [50, 51].
Implementing a BW-AWARE placement policy requires adding another mode (MPOL_BW-AWARE) to the \texttt{set_mempolicy()} system call in Linux. When a process uses this mode, the Linux kernel will allocate pages from the two memory zones in the ratio of their bandwidths. These bandwidth ratios may be obtained from future ACPI resources or dynamically determined by the GPU runtime at execution time.

### 3.2.2.3 Benchmarks

With a focus on memory system performance, we evaluate GPU workloads which are sensitive to memory bandwidth or latency from three benchmark suites: Rodinia [27], Parboil [28] and recent HPC [29, 30, 31, 32] workloads; those which are compute-bound see little change in performance due to changes made to the memory system. For the remainder of the evaluation in this chapter we show results for 19 benchmarks, 17 of which are sensitive to memory bandwidth while also providing \texttt{comd} and \texttt{sgemm} results to represent applications which are memory insensitive and latency sensitive respectively.
3.2.3 BW-AWARE Performance: experimental results

We define our BW-AWARE page placement policy \( xC-yB \), where \( x \) and \( y \) denote the percentage of pages placed in a given memory technology, \( C \) stands for capacity-optimized memory and \( B \) stands for bandwidth-optimized memory. By definition \( x + y = 100 \). For our baseline system with 200GB/sec bandwidth-optimized memory and 80GB/sec of capacity-optimized memory the aggregate system bandwidth is 280GB/sec. In this notation, our BW-AWARE policy will then be \( x = 80/280 = 28\% \) and \( y = 200/280 = 72\% \), represented as \( 28C-72B \). However, for simplicity we will round this to \( 30C-70B \) for use as the placement policy. For processes running on the GPU, the LOCAL policy would be represented as \( 0C-100B \); \( 50C-50B \) corresponds to the bandwidth spreading Linux INTERLEAVE policy.

To achieve the target \( 30C-70B \) bandwidth ratio, we implemented BW-AWARE placement as follows. On any new physical page allocation, a random number in the range \([0, 99]\) is generated. If this number is \( \geq 30 \), the page is allocated from the bandwidth-optimized memory; otherwise it is allocated in the capacity-optimized memory. A LOCAL allocation policy can avoid the comparison if it detects either \( B \) or \( C \) has the value zero. While this implementation does not exactly follow the BW-AWARE placement ratio due to the use of random numbers, in practice this simple policy converges quickly towards the BW-AWARE ratio. This approach also requires no history of previous placements nor makes any assumptions about the frequency of access to pages, minimizing the overhead for making placement decisions which are on the software fast-path for memory allocation.

Figure 3.2 shows the application performance as we vary the ratio of pages placed in each type of memory from 100% BO to 100% CO. For all bandwidth-sensitive applications, the maximum performance is achieved when using the correct BW-AWARE \( 30C-70B \) placement ratio. We find that, on average, a BW-AWARE policy performs 18% better than the Linux LOCAL policy and 35% better than the Linux INTERLEAVE policy. However, for latency sensitive applications, such as \texttt{sgemm}, the BW-AWARE policy may perform worse than a LOCAL placement policy due to an increased number of accesses to higher latency remote CO memory. The BW-AWARE placement policy suffers a worse case performance degradation of 12% over the LOCAL placement policy in this scenario.

Because the current Linux INTERLEAVE policy is identical to BW-AWARE for a bandwidth-symmetric DRAM \( 50C-50B \) memory technology pairing, we believe a BW-AWARE placement policy could simply replace the current Linux INTERLEAVE policy without having significant negative side affects on existing CPU or GPU workloads. Because maximizing
Figure 3.3: Performance of BW-AWARE placement as application footprint exceeds available high-bandwidth memory capacity.

Bandwidth is more important than minimizing latency for GPU applications, BW-AWARE placement may be a good candidate to become the default placement policy for GPU-based applications.

3.2.3.1 Effective Improvement in Problem Sizing

Figure 5.8 shows the application throughput as we reduce the capacity of our bandwidth-optimized memory pool as a fraction of the total application footprint. BW-AWARE placement is able to achieve near peak performance even when only 70% of the application footprint fits within the BO memory because BW-AWARE placement places only 70% of pages in BO memory, with the other 30% is placed in the less expensive capacity-optimized memory. Thus, GPU programmers who today tune their application footprint to fit entirely in the GPU-attached BO memory could gain an extra 30% effective memory capacity by exploiting the CPU-attached CO memory with a BW-AWARE placement policy. However, as the bandwidth-optimized memory capacity drops to less than 70% of appli-
cation footprint, performance begins to fall off. This effect is due to the ratio of bandwidth service from the two memory pools no longer matching the optimal ratio of $30C-70B$, with more data being serviced from the capacity optimized ratio than is ideal. Applications which are insensitive to memory bandwidth (shown as having little change in Figure 3.2), tend to maintain their performance at reduced capacity points (shown as having little change in Figure 5.8), because the average bandwidth reduction does not strongly affect their performance. Conversely, those applications with strong BW-performance scaling tend to see larger performance reduction as the average bandwidth available is reduced, due to capacity constraints forcing a disproportionate number of memory accesses to the lower bandwidth CO memory. The performance at 70% memory capacity does not exactly match 100% of ideal because the actual ratio of bandwidth in our system is $28C-72B$ not $30C-70B$.

### 3.2.3.2 Sensitivity to NUMA BW-Ratios

Heterogeneous memory systems are likely to come in a variety of configurations. For example, future mobile products may pair energy efficient and bandwidth-optimized Wide-
IO2 memory with cost-efficient and higher capacity LPDDR4 memory. Using the mobile bandwidths shown in Figure 3.1, this configuration provides an additional 31% in memory bandwidth to the GPU versus using the bandwidth-optimized memory alone. Similarly, HPC systems may contain GPUs with as many as 4 on-package bandwidth-optimized HBM stacks and high speed serial interfaces to bulk capacity cost/capacity-optimized DDR memory expanders providing just 8% additional memory bandwidth. While we have explored BW-AWARE placement in a desktop-like use case, BW-AWARE page placement can apply to all of these configurations.

Figure 3.4 shows the average performance of BW-AWARE, INTERLEAVE, and LOCAL placement policies as we vary the additional bandwidth available from the capacity-optimized memory from 0GB/s–200GB/s. As the bandwidth available from capacity-optimized memory increases, the LOCAL policy fails to take advantage of it by neglecting to allocate any pages in the capacity-optimized memory. The Linux INTERLEAVE policy, due to its fixed round-robin allocation, loses performance in many cases because it oversubscribes the capacity-optimized memory, resulting in less total bandwidth available to the application. On the other hand, BW-AWARE placement is able to exploit the bandwidth from the capacity-optimized memory regardless the amount of additional bandwidth available. Because BW-AWARE placement performs identically to INTERLEAVE for symmetric memory and outperforms it in all heterogeneous cases, we believe that BW-AWARE placement is a more robust default policy than INTERLEAVE when considering bandwidth-sensitive GPU workloads.

3.3 Understanding Application Memory Use

Section 3.2 showed that optimal BW-AWARE placement requires the majority of the application footprint to fit in the bandwidth-optimized memory to match the bandwidth service ratios of the memory pools. However, as shown in Figure 3.1, systems may have bandwidth-optimized memories that comprise less than 10% the total memory capacity, particularly those using on-package memories which are constrained by physical dimensions. If the application footprint grows beyond the bandwidth-optimized capacity needed for BW-AWARE placement, the operating system has no choice but to steer remaining page allocations into the capacity-optimized memory. Unfortunately, additional pages placed in the CO memory will skew the ratio of data transferred from each memory pool away from the optimal BW-AWARE ratio.

For example, in our simulated system if the bandwidth-optimized memory can hold just 10% of the total application memory footprint, then a BW-AWARE placement would...
end up placing 10% pages in the BO memory; the remaining 90% pages must be spilled exclusively to the capacity-optimized memory. This ratio of $90C-10B$ is nearly the inverse of the performance-optimized ratio of $30C-70B$. To improve upon this capacity-induced placement problem, we recognize that not all pages have uniform access frequency, and we can selectively place hot pages in the BO memory and cold pages in the CO memory. In this work we define page *hotness* as the number of accesses to that page that are served from DRAM.

### 3.3.1 Visualizing Page Access Distribution

Figure 3.5 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for memory bandwidth as a fraction of the total memory footprint for each of our workloads. The CDF was generated by counting accesses to each 4kB page, after being filtered by on-chip caches, and then...
sorting the pages from greatest to least number of accesses. Applications that have the same number of accesses to all pages have a linear CDF, whereas applications in which some pages are accessed more than others have a non-linear CDF skewed towards the left of the graph. For example, we see that for applications like bfs and xsbench, over 60% of the memory bandwidth stems from within only 10% of the application’s allocated pages. Skewing the placement of these hot pages towards bandwidth-optimized memory will improve the performance of GPU workloads which are capacity constrained by increasing the traffic to the bandwidth-optimized memory. However, for applications which have linear CDFs, there is little headroom for improved page placement over BW-AWARE placement.

Figure 3.5 also shows that some workloads have sharp inflection points within the CDF, indicating that distinct ranges of physical addresses appear to be clustered as hot or cold. To determine if these inflection points could be correlated to specific memory allocations within the application, we plotted the virtual addresses that correspond to application
Figure 3.7: mummergpu: CDF of data footprint versus virtual address data layout.

pages in the CDF, and then reverse-mapped those address ranges to memory allocations for program-level data structures, with the results shown in Figure 3.6, 3.7, 3.8. The x-axis shows the fraction of pages allocated by the application, where pages are sorted from greatest to least number of accesses. The primary y-axis (shown figure left) represents the CDF of memory bandwidth among the pages allocated by the application (also shown in Figure 3.5). Each point on the secondary scatter plot (shown figure right) shows the virtual address of the corresponding page on the x-axis. The points (pages) are colored according to different data structures they were allocated from in the program source.

We analyze three example applications, bfs, mummergpu, and needle which show different memory access patterns. For bfs, we can see three data structures: d_graph_visited, d_updating_graph_mask, and d_cost consume $\approx 80\%$ of the total application bandwidth while accounting for $\approx 20\%$ of the memory footprint. However for mummergpu, the memory hotness does not seem to be strongly correlated to any specific application data structures. Several sub-structures have similar degrees of hotness and some vir-
Individual pages can and often do have different degrees of hotness. Application agnostic page placement policies, including BW-AWARE placement, may leave performance on the table compared to a placement policy that is aware of page frequency distribution. Understanding the relative hotness of pages is critical to further optimizing page placement. If an application does not have a skewed CDF, then additional effort to characterize and exploit hotness differential will only introduce overhead without any possible benefit.

Workloads with skewed cumulative distribution functions often have sharp distinctions in page access frequency that map well to different application data structures. Rather than attempting to detect and segregate individual physical pages which may be hot or cold, application structure and memory allocation policy will likely provide good information about pages which will have similar degrees of hotness.
3.3.2 Oracle Page Placement

With knowledge that page accesses are highly differentiated for some applications, we implemented an oracle page placement policy to determine how much more application performance could be achieved compared to BW-AWARE placement in capacity constrained situations. Using perfect knowledge of page access frequency, an oracle page placement policy will allocate the hottest pages possible into the bandwidth-optimized memory until the target bandwidth ratio is satisfied, or the capacity of this memory is exhausted. We implemented this policy using two phase simulation. First, we obtained perfect knowledge of page access frequency. Then in a second simulation pass, we used this information to allocate pages to achieve the best possible data transfer ratio under a 10% capacity constraint where only 10% of the application memory footprint fits within the bandwidth-optimized memory.
Figure 3.9 compares the performance of the oracle and BW-AWARE placement policies in both the unconstrained and 10% capacity constrained configuration. Figure 3.9 confirms that BW-AWARE placement is near-optimal when applications are not capacity limited. This is because both BW-AWARE and oracle placement are both able to achieve the ideal bandwidth distribution, though the oracle policy is able to do this with a smaller memory footprint by placing fewer, hotter, pages in the BO memory. Under capacity constraints, however, the oracle policy can nearly double the performance of the BW-AWARE policy for applications with highly skewed CDFs and it outperforms BW-AWARE placement in all cases. This because the random page selection of BW-AWARE placement is not able to capture enough hot pages for placement in BO memory, before running out of BO memory capacity, to achieve the ideal bandwidth distribution. On average the oracle policy is able to achieve nearly 60% the application throughput of a system for which there is no capacity constraint. This additional performance, achievable through application awareness of memory access properties, motivates the need for further improvements in memory placement policy.

3.4 Application Aware Page Placement

Figure 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 visually depicts what may be obvious to performance-conscious programmers: certain data structures are accessed more frequently than others. For these programmers, the unbiased nature of BW-AWARE page placement is not desirable because all data structures are treated equally. This section describes compiler tool-flow and runtime modifications that enable programmers to intelligently steer specific allocations towards bandwidth- or capacity-optimized memories and achieve near-oracle page placement performance.

To correctly annotate a program to enable intelligent memory placement decisions across a range of systems, we need two pieces of information about a program: (1) the relative memory access hotness of the data structures, and (2) the size of the data structures allocated in the program. To understand the importance of these two factors, let us consider the following scenario. In a program there are two data structure allocations with hotness H1 and H2. If the bandwidth-optimized memory capacity is large enough for BW-AWARE placement to be used without running into capacity constraints, then BW-AWARE page placement should be used irrespective of the hotness of the data structures. To make this decision we must know the application runtime memory footprint. However, if the application is capacity-constrained, then ideally the memory allocation from the hotter data structure should be preferentially placed in the BO memory. In this case, we need
to know both the relative hotness and the size of the data structures to optimally place pages.

### 3.4.1 Profiling Data Structure Accesses in GPU Programs

While expert programmers may have deep understanding of their application characteristics, as machines become more complex and programs rely more on GPU accelerated libraries, programmers will have a harder time maintaining this intuition about program behavior. To augment programmer intuition about memory access behavior, we developed a new GPU profiler to provide information about program memory access behavior.

In this work we augmented **nvcc** and **ptxas**, NVIDIA’s production compiler tools for applications written in CUDA [8] (NVIDIA’s explicitly parallel programming model), to support data structure access profiling. When profiling is enabled, our compiler’s code generator emits memory instrumentation code for all loads and stores that enables tracking of the relative access counts to virtually addressed data structures within the program. As with the GNU profiler **gprof** [52], the developer enables a special compiler flag that instruments an application to perform profiling. The developer then runs the instrumented application on a set of “representative” workloads, which aggregates and dumps a profile of the application.

When implementing this GPU memory profiling tool, one of the biggest challenges is that **nvcc** essentially generates two binaries: a host-side program, and a device-side program (that runs on the GPU). The profiler’s instrumentation must track the execution of both binaries. On the host side, the profiler inserts code to track all instances and variants of **cudaMalloc**. The instrumentation associates the source code location of the **cudaMalloc** with the runtime virtual address range returned by it. The host side code is also instrumented to copy this mapping of line numbers and address ranges to the GPU before each kernel launch. The GPU-side code is instrumented by inserting code before each memory operation to check if the address falls within any of the ranges specified in the map.

For each address that falls within a valid range, a counter associated with the range is incremented, using atomic operations because the instrumentation code is highly multi-threaded. At kernel completion, this updated map is returned to the host which launched the kernel to aggregate the statistics about virtual memory location usage. Our profiler generates informative data structure mapping plots, like those shown in Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, which application programmers can use to guide their understand-
ing of the relative access frequencies of their data structures, one of the two required pieces of information to perform intelligent near-optimal placement within an application.

3.4.2 Memory Placement APIs for GPUs

With a tool that provides programmers a profile of data structure hotness, they are armed with the information required to make page placement annotations within their application, but they are lacking a mechanism to make use of this information. To enable memory placement hints (which are not a functional requirement) for where data should be placed in a mixed BO-CO memory system, we also provide an alternate method for allocating memory. We introduce an additional argument to the \texttt{cudaMalloc} memory allocation functions that specifies in which domain the memory should be allocated (BO or CO) or to use BW-AWARE placement (BW). For example:

\begin{verbatim}
cudaMalloc(void **devPtr, size_t size, enum hint)
\end{verbatim}

This hint is not machine specific and simply indicates if the CUDA memory allocator should make a best effort attempt to place memory within a BO or CO optimized memory using the underlying OS libNUMA functionality or fall back to the bandwidth-aware allocator. By providing an abstract hint, the CUDA runtime, rather than the programmer, becomes responsible for identifying and classifying the machine topology of memories as bandwidth or capacity optimized. While we have assumed bandwidth information is available in our proposed system bandwidth information table, programmatic discovery of memory zone bandwidth is also possible as a fall back mechanism \cite{53}. In our implementation, memory hints are honored unless the memory pool is filled to capacity, in which case the allocator will fall back to the alternate domain. If no placement hint is provided, the CUDA runtime will fall back to using the application agnostic BW-AWARE placement for un-annotated memory allocations. When a hint is supplied, the \texttt{cudaMalloc} routine uses the \texttt{mbind} system call in Linux to perform placement of the data structure in the corresponding memory.

3.4.3 Program Annotation For Data Placement

Our toolkit now includes a tool for memory profile generation and a mechanism to specify abstract memory placement hints. While programmers may choose to use this information directly, optimizing for specific machines, making these hints performance portable across a range of machines is harder as proper placement depends on application footprint as well as the memory capacities of the machine. For performance portabil-
Figure 3.10: Annotated pseudo-code to do page placement at runtime taking into account relative hotness of data structures and data structure sizes

We provide a new runtime function GetAllocation that then uses these two pieces of information, along with the discovered machine bandwidth topology, to compute and provide a memory placement hint to each allocation. GetAllocation determines appropriate memory placement hints by computing the ideal (BO or CO) memory location by first calculating the cumulative footprint of all data structures and then calculating the total number of identified data structures from \([1:N]\) that will fit within the bandwidth-optimized memory before it exhausts the BO capacity.

It is not critical that programmers provide annotations for all memory allocations, only large or performance critical ones. For applications that make heavy use of libraries or dynamic decisions about runtime allocations, it may not be possible to provide good hinting decisions because determining the size of data structures allocated within libraries calls is difficult, if not impossible, in many cases. While this process may seem impractical to...
Figure 3.11: Profile-driven annotated page placement performance relative to INTERLEAVE, BW-AWARE and oracular policies under at 10% capacity constraint.

A traditional high level language programmer, examining a broad range of GPU compute workloads has shown that in almost all GPU-optimized programs, the memory allocation calls are already hoisted to the beginning of the GPU compute kernel. The CUDA C Best Practices Guide advises the programmer to minimize memory allocation and de-allocation in order to achieve the best performance [54].

3.4.4 Experimental Results

Figure 3.11 shows the results of using our feedback-based optimization compiler workflow and annotating our workloads using our new page placement interfaces. We found that on our capacity-limited machine, annotation-based placement outperforms the Linux INTERLEAVE policy performance by 19% and naive BW-AWARE 30C-70B placement by 14% on average. Combining program annotated placement hints and our runtime placement engine achieves 90% of oracular page placement on average. In all cases our program-annotated page placement algorithm outperforms BW-AWARE placement, making it a viable candidate for optimization beyond BW-AWARE placement if programmers choose to optimize for heterogeneous memory system properties.
One of the drawbacks to profile-driven optimization is that data dependent runtime characteristics may cause different behaviors than were seen during the profiling phase. While GPU applications in production will be run without code modification, the data set and parameters of the workload typically vary in both size and value from run-to-run. Figure 3.12 shows the sensitivity of our workload performance to data input set changes, where placement was trained on the first data-set but compared to the oracle placement for each individual dataset. We show results for the four example applications which saw the highest improvement of oracle placement over BW-AWARE. For bfs, we varied the number of nodes and average degree of the graph. For xsbench, we changed three parameters: number of nuclides, number of lookups, and number of gridpoints in the data set. For minife, we varied the dimensions of the finite element problem by changing the input matrix. Finally, for mummergpu, we changed the number of queries and length of queries across different input data sets.

Using the profiled information from only the training set, we observe that annotated placement performs 29% better than the baseline Linux INTERLEAVE policy, performs 16% better than our own BW-AWARE 30C-70B placement, and achieves 80% of the oracle placement performance. This result indicates that for GPU compute applications, feedback-driven optimization for page placement is not overly sensitive to application dataset or parameter variation, although pessimistic cases can surely be constructed.

3.4.5 Discussion

The places where annotation-based placement falls short primarily come from three sources. First, our application profiling relies on spatial locality of virtual addresses to determine page hotness. We have shown that this spatial locality holds true for many GPU applications, but this is not guaranteed to always be the case. Allocations within libraries or larger memory ranges the programmer chooses to logically sub-allocate within the program will not exhibit this property. The second shortcoming of our annotation-based approach is for applications which show high variance within a single data structure. For example, when using a hashtable where the application primarily accesses a small, dynamically determined portion of the total key-space, our static hotness profiling will fail to distinguish the hot and cold regions of this structure. Finally, although our runtime system abstracts the programming challenges of writing performance portable code for heterogeneous machines, it is still complex and puts a large onus on the programmer. Future work will be to learn from our current implementation and identify mechanisms to reduce the complexity we expose to the programmer while still making near-ideal page placement decisions.
In this work we have focused on page placement for applications assuming a static placement of pages throughout the application runtime. We recognize that temporal phasing in applications may allow further performance improvement but have chosen to focus on initial page placement rather than page migration for two reasons. First, software-based page migration is a very expensive operation. Our measurements on the Linux 3.16-rc4 kernel indicate that it is not possible to migrate pages between NUMA memory zones at a rate faster than several GB/s and with several microseconds of latency between invalidation and first re-use. While GPUs can cover several hundred nanoseconds of memory latency, microsecond latencies encountered during migration will induce high overhead stalls within the compute pipeline. Second, online page migration occurs only after some initial placement decisions have been made. Focusing on online page migration before finding an optimized initial placement policy is putting the cart before of the horse. With improved default page placement for GPU workloads, the need for dynamic
page migration is reduced. Further work is needed to determine if there is significant value to justify the expense of online profiling and page-migration for GPUs beyond improved initial page allocation.

### 3.5 Conclusion

Current OS page placement policies are optimized for both homogeneous memory and latency sensitive systems. We propose a new BW-AWARE page placement policy that uses memory system information about heterogeneous memory system characteristics to place data appropriately, achieving 35% performance improvement on average over existing policies without requiring any application awareness. In future CC-NUMA systems, BW-AWARE placement improves the performance optimal capacity by better using all system resources. But some applications may wish to size their problems based on total capacity rather than performance. In such cases, we provide insight into how to optimize data placement by using the CDF of the application in combination with application annotations enabling intelligent runtime controlled page placement decisions. We propose a profile-driven application annotation scheme that enables improved placement without requiring any runtime page migration. While only the beginning of a fully automated optimization system for memory placement, we believe that the performance gap between the current best OS INTERLEAVE policy and the annotated performance (min 1%, avg 20%, max 2x) is enough that further work in this area is warranted as mobile, desktop, and HPC memory systems all move towards mixed CPU-GPU CC-NUMA heterogeneous memory systems.
CHAPTER IV

Unlocking Bandwidth for GPUs in CC-NUMA Systems

4.1 Introduction

GPUs are throughput oriented processors that spawn thousands of threads concurrently, demanding high memory bandwidth. To maximize the bandwidth utilization programmers copy over the data to high bandwidth memory like GDDR5 before launching GPU kernels to amortize the overhead of accessing memory over microsecond link latencies like PCIe. Hence, it is the responsibility of the programmer to identify data that will be accessed by the GPU and copy it over to the GPU-attached high bandwidth memory. NVIDIA’s unified virtual memory \[7\] has relaxed this constraint to enhance GPU programmability by providing a software mechanism that performs on demand \texttt{memcpy} of the data as GPU accesses it. However, on demand data copying hurts GPU throughput. In this chapter we discuss techniques of performing programmer agnostic dynamic memory migration of performance critical data across CC-NUMA CPU-GPU system connected by a next generation interconnect technology to maximize bandwidth utilization, while not demanding the programmer to perform explicitly \texttt{memcpy(s)}. We specifically examine how to best balance accesses through cache-coherence and page migration.

4.2 Balancing Page Migration and Cache-Coherent Access

In the future, it is likely GPUs and CPUs will use a shared page table structure while maintaining local TLB caches. It remains to be seen if the GPU will be able to natively walk the operating system page tables to translate virtual to physical address information, or if GPUs will use an IOMMU-like hardware in front of the GPU’s native TLB to perform such translations. In either case, the translation from virtual to physical addresses will be implicit, just as it is today for CPUs, and will no longer require trapping back to the CPU.
Figure 4.1: Opportunity cost of relying on cache coherence versus migrating pages near beginning of application run.

to translate or modify addresses. As a result, when page mappings must be modified, all CPUs—and now the GPU—must follow appropriate steps to safely invalidate their local TLB caches. While CPUs typically use a TLB per CPU-core, GPUs use a multi-level global page table across all compute pipelines. Therefore, when TLB shootdowns occur, the penalty will not stall just a single CPU pipeline, it is likely to stall the entire GPU. Whereas recent research has proposed intra-GPU sharer tracking [55] that could mitigate these stalls, this additional hardware is costly and typically unneeded for graphics applications and thus may not be adopted in practice.

Figure 4.1 provides a visual representation of the effect of balancing memory accesses from both DDR (CPU-attached) and GDDR (GPU-attached) memory. Initially, pages reside entirely in DDR memory. Without migration, the maximum bandwidth available to GPU accesses (via cache coherence to the DDR memory) will be limited by either the interconnect or DDR memory bandwidth. As pages are migrated from DDR to GDDR, the total bandwidth available to the GPU rises as pages can now be accessed concurrently.
from both memories. Migrations that occur early in kernel execution will have the largest effect on improving total bandwidth, while later migrations (after a substantial fraction of GDDR memory bandwidth is already in use) have less effect. Performance is maximized when accesses are split across both channels in proportion to their peak bandwidth. Figure 4.1 shows the total bandwidth that is wasted if pages are not migrated eagerly, early in kernel execution. The key objective of the migration mechanism is to migrate the hottest pages as early as possible to quickly ramp up use of GDDR memory bandwidth. Nevertheless, migrating pages that are subsequently never accessed wastes bandwidth on both memory interfaces. In this section, we investigate alternative DDR-to-GDDR memory migration strategies. In particular, we contrast a simple, eager migration strategy against more selective strategies that try to target only hot pages.

4.2.1 Methodology

To evaluate page migration strategies, we model a GPU with a heterogeneous memory system comprising both GDDR and DDR memories. We discuss our baseline simulation framework in Chapter 3.2.2.1. Table 3.1 lists memory configuration of our simulation framework.

We model a software page migration mechanism in which migrations are performed by the CPU based on hints provided asynchronously by the GPU. The GPU tracks candidate migration addresses by maintaining a ring buffer of virtual addresses that miss in the GPU TLB. The runtime process on the CPU polls this ring buffer, converts the address to the page aligned base address and initiates migration using the standard Linux move_pages system call.

As in a CPU, the GPU TLB must be updated to reflect the virtual address changes that result from migrations. We assume a conventional x86-like TLB shutdown model where the entire GPU is treated like a single CPU using traditional inter-processor interrupt shutdown. In future systems, an IOMMU performing address translations on behalf of the GPU cores is likely to hide the specific implementation details of how it chooses to track which GPU pipelines must be stalled and flushed during any given TLB shutdown. For this work, we make a pessimistic assumption that, upon shutdown, all execution pipelines on the GPU must be flushed before the IOMMU handling the shutdown on behalf of the GPU can acknowledge the operation as complete. We model the time required to invalidate and refill the TLB entry on the GPU as a parameterized, fixed number, of cycles per page migration. In Section 4.2.2, we examine the effect of this invalidate/refill overhead on the performance of our migration policy, recognizing that the implementation
of TLB structures for GPUs is an active area of research \cite{56, 57}.

We model the memory traffic due to page migrations without any special prioritization within the memory controller and rely on the software runtime to rate-limit our migration bandwidth by issuing no more than 4 concurrent page migrations. We study our proposed designs using memory intensive workloads from Rodinia \cite{27} and some other recent HPC applications \cite{29, 30, 31, 32}. These benchmarks cover varied application domains, including graph-traversal, data-mining, kinematics, image processing, unstructured grid, fluid dynamics and Monte-Carlo transport mechanisms.

### 4.2.2 Results

To understand the appropriate balance of migrating pages early (as soon as first touch on the GPU) or later (when partial information about page hotness is known), we implemented a page migration policy in which pages become candidates for software controlled page migration only after they are touched $N$ times by the GPU. Strictly migrating pages on-demand before servicing the memory requests will put page migration on the critical path for memory load latency. However, migrating a page after $N$ references reduces the number of accesses that can be serviced from the GPU local memory, decreasing the potential impact of page migration. Once a page crosses the threshold for migration, we place it in an unbounded FIFO queue for migration, and allow the CUDA software runtime to migrate the pages by polling this FIFO and migrating pages as described in the previous sub-section.

To isolate the effect of choosing a threshold value from TLB shootdown costs, we optimistically assume a TLB shootdown and refill overhead of 0 cycles for the results shown in Figure 4.2. This figure shows application performance when migrating pages only after they have been touched $N$ times, represented as threshold-$N$ in the figure. The baseline performance of 1.0 reflects application performance if the GPU only accesses the CPU's DDR via hardware cache coherence and no page migrations to GDDR occur. Although we anticipated using a moderately high threshold (64–128) would generate the best performance (by achieving some level of differentiation between hot and cold data), the results in the figure indicate that, for the majority of the benchmarks, using the lowest threshold typically generates the best performance. Nevertheless, behavior and sensitivity to the threshold varies significantly across applications.

For the majority of our workloads, the best performance comes at a low migration threshold with performance degrading as the threshold increases. The peak performance is well above that achievable with only cache-coherent access to DDR memory, but it
Figure 4.2: Performance of applications across varying migration thresholds, where threshold-N is the number of touches a given page must receive before being migrated from CPU-local to GPU-local memory.

rarely exceeds the performance of the legacy \textit{memcpy} programming practice. The \texttt{bfs} benchmark is a notable outlier, with higher migration thresholds improving performance by successfully differentiating hot and cold pages as candidates for migration. However, performance variation due to optimal threshold selection is much smaller than the substantial performance gain of using any migration policy. \texttt{Minife} is the second substantial outlier, with a low migration threshold decreasing performance below that of using CPU-only memory, while migration with higher thresholds provides only modest gains over cache-coherent access to DDR. Further analysis revealed that, for this workload, migration often occurs after the application has already performed the bulk of its accesses to a given page. In this situation, page migration merely introduces a bandwidth tax on the memory subsystem with little possibility for performance gain.

To implement a threshold-based migration system in practice requires tracking the number of times a given physical page has been touched. Such counting potentially requires tracking all possible physical memory locations that the GPU may access and
storing this side-band information either in on-chip SRAMs at the L2, memory controller, or within the DRAM itself. Additional coordination of this information may be required between the structures chosen to track this page-touch information. Conversely, a first touch policy (threshold-1) requires no tracking information and can be trivially implemented by migrating a page the first time the GPU translates an address for the page. Considering the performance differential seen across thresholds, we believe the overhead of implementing the necessary hardware counters to track all pages within a system to differentiate their access counts is not worth the improvement over a vastly simpler first-touch migration policy.

In Figure 4.2, we showed the performance improvement achievable when modeling the bandwidth cost of the page migration while ignoring the cost of the TLB shootdown, which will stall the entire GPU. At low migration thresholds, the total number of pages migrated is largest and thus application performance is most sensitive to the overhead of the TLB shootdown and refill. Figure 4.3 shows the sensitivity of application slowdown to the assumed cost of GPU TLB shootdowns for a range of client-side costs similar to those investigated by Villavieja et al. [55]. While the TLB invalidation cost in current GPUs is much higher, due to complex host CPU interactions, it is likely that TLB invalidation cost will drop substantially in the near future (due to IOMMU innovation) to a range competitive with contemporary CPUs (i.e., 100 clock cycles).

Because the GPU comprises many concurrently executing pipelines, the performance overhead of a TLB shootdown, which may require flushing all compute pipelines, is high; it may stalls thousands of execution lanes rather than a single CPU core. Figure 4.3 shows that moving from an idealized threshold of zero, to a realistic cost of one hundred reduces average performance by 16%. In some cases this overhead can negate the entire performance improvement achieved through page migration. To maximize the performance under page migration, our migration mechanism must optimize the trade-off between stalling the GPU on TLB shootdowns versus the improved memory efficiency of migrating pages to the GPU. One way to reduce this cost is to simply perform fewer page migrations, which can be achieved by increasing the migration threshold above the migrate-on-first-touch policy. Unfortunately, a higher migration threshold also decreases the potential benefits of migration. Instead, we will describe mechanisms that can reduce the number of required TLB invalidations simply through intelligent page selection while maintaining the first-touch migration threshold.
4.3 Range Expanding Migration Candidates

In the prior section, we demonstrated that aggressively migrating pages generally improves application performance by increasing the fraction of touches to a page serviced by higher-bandwidth (GPU-attached) GDDR versus (CPU-attached) DDR memory. This aggressive migration comes with high overheads in terms of TLB shootdowns and costly GPU pipeline stalls. One reason the legacy application directed \texttt{memcpy} approach works well is that it performs both aggressive up-front data transfer to GDDR and does not require TLB shootdowns and stalls. Unfortunately, this requirement for application-directed transfer is not well suited to unified globally addressable memory with dynamic allocation-based programming models. In this section, we discuss a prefetching technique that can help regain the performance benefits of bulk memory copying between private memories, without the associated programming restrictions.

Ideally, a page migration system prefetches pages into GDDR after they are allocated and populated in DDR, but before they are needed on the GPU. Studying the results of the threshold-based migration experiments, we observe that pages often are migrated...
too late to have enough post-migration accesses to justify the cost of the migration. One way to improve the timeliness of migrations is via a prefetching scheme we call range expansion. Range expansion builds on the baseline single-page migration mechanism discussed previously. To implement basic range expansion, when the CUDA runtime is provided a virtual address to be migrated, the runtime also schedules an additional $N$ pages in its (virtual address) neighborhood for migration. Pages are inserted into the migration queue in the order of furthest, from the triggered address, to the nearest, to provide the maximum prefetching effect based on spatial locality. We then vary this range expansion amount $N$ from 0–128 and discuss the results in Section 4.3.2.

The motivation for migrating (virtually) contiguous pages can be seen in Figure 3.6, 4.4, 3.8. The figure shows virtual page addresses that are touched by the GPU for three applications in our benchmark set. The X-axis shows the fraction of the application footprint when sampled, after on-chip caches, at 4KB page granularity and sorted from most to fewest accesses. The primary Y-axis (shown figure left) shows the cumulative distribution function of memory bandwidth among the pages allocated by the application. Each point on the secondary scatter plot (shown figure right) shows the virtual address of the corresponding page on the x-axis. This data reveals that hot and cold pages are strongly clustered within the virtual address space. However, the physical addresses of these pages will be non-contiguous due to address interleaving performed by the memory controller. This clustering is key to range expansion because it suggests that if a page is identified for migration, then other neighboring pages in the virtual address space are likely to have a similar number of total touches. To exploit this property, range expansion migrates neighboring virtual addresses of a migration candidate even if they have not yet been accessed on the GPU. By migrating these pages before they are touched on the GPU, range expansion effectively prefetches pages to the higher bandwidth memory on the GPU, improving the timeliness and effectiveness of page migrations.

In the case that range expansion includes virtual addresses that are not valid, the software runtime simply allows the move_pages system call to fail. This scheme eliminates the need for additional runtime checking or data structure overhead beyond what is already done within the operating system as part of page table tracking. In some cases, a range expansion may extend beyond one logical data structure into another that is laid out contiguously in the virtual address space. While migrating these pages may be sub-optimal from a performance standpoint, there is no correctness issue with migrating these pages to GDDR. For HPC-style workloads with large, coarse-grained memory allocations, this problem happens rarely in practice.
4.3.1 Avoiding TLB Shootdowns With Range Expansion

Figure 4.3 shows that TLB invalidations introduce significant overheads to DDR-to-GDDR migrations. Today, operating systems maintain a list of all processors that have referenced a page so that, upon modification of the page table, TLB shootdowns are only sent to those processor cores (or IOMMU units in the future) that may have a cached translation for this page. While this sharers list may contain false positives, because the mapping entry within a particular sharer may have since been evicted from their TLB, it guarantees that if no request has been made for the page table entry, that core will not receive a TLB shootdown request.

In our previous threshold-based experiments, pages are migrated after the GPU has touched them. This policy has the unfortunate side-effect that all page migrations will result in a TLB shootdown on the GPU. By using range expansion to identify candidates for migration that the GPU is likely to touch but has not yet touched, no TLB shootdown is required (as long as the page is in fact migrated before the first GPU touch). As a result,
Figure 4.5: Effect of range expansion on workload performance when used in conjunction with threshold based migration.

range expansion provides the dual benefits of prefetching and reducing the number of costly TLB shootdowns.

### 4.3.2 Results

To evaluate the benefits of range expansion, we examine the effect that range expansion has when building on our prior threshold-based migration policies. We considered several thresholds from 1–128 accesses because, while the lowest threshold appears to have performed best in the absence of range expansion, it could be that using a higher threshold, thus identifying only the hottest pages, combined with aggressive range expansion would result in improved performance. We model a fixed TLB shootdown overhead of 100 cycles when performing these experiments, matching the baseline assumptions in the preceding section.

Figure 4.5 shows application performance as a stacked bar chart on top of the baseline threshold-based page migration policy for various range expansion values. For the different range expansion values, a single migration trigger is expanded to the surrounding 16, 64, or 128 virtually addressed pages that fall within a single allocation (i.e., were allocated in the same call to malloc). The pages identified via range expansion are added to the page migration list in order of furthest, to nearest pages from the triggered virtual address. Pages that are farther from the (already accessed) trigger page are less likely to have been touched by the GPU yet and hence are least likely to be cached in the GPU’s TLB. These pages therefore do not require expensive TLB shootdowns and pipeline stalls.
We see that range expansion allows us to outperform not only CC-NUMA access to DDR, but—in many cases—performance exceeds that of the legacy GDDR+memcpy implementation. These results indicate that aggressive prefetching, based on first touch access information, provides a balanced method of using both DDR and GDDR memory bandwidth. To understand the improvement from the reduction in TLB shootdowns, we report the fraction of page migrations that required no TLB shootdown in Table 4.1 (second column). Compared to threshold-based migrations without range expansion, where all migrations incur a TLB shootdown, range expansion eliminates 33.5% of TLB shootdowns on average and as many as 89% for some applications, drastically reducing the performance impact of these shootdowns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Execution Overhead of TLB Shootdowns</th>
<th>% Migrations Without Shootdown</th>
<th>Execution Runtime Saved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>backprop</td>
<td>29.1%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfs</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cns</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cmd</td>
<td>2.02%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kmeans</td>
<td>4.01%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>3.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minife</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mummer</td>
<td>21.15%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>2.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>needle</td>
<td>24.9%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pathfinder</td>
<td>25.9%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>srad_v1</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xsbench</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>11.13%</td>
<td>33.5%</td>
<td>3.72%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Effectiveness of range prefetching at avoiding TLB shootdowns and runtime savings under a 100-cycle TLB shutdown overhead.

Figure 4.5 shows, for bfs and xsbench, that range expansion provides minimal benefit at thresholds > 1. In these benchmarks, the first touches to contiguous pages are clustered in time, because the algorithms are designed to use blocked access to the key data structures to enhance locality. Thus, the prefetching effect of range expansion is only visible when a page is migrated upon first touch to a neighboring page, by the second access to a page, all its neighbors have already been accessed at least once and there will be no savings from avoiding TLB shootdowns. On the other hand, in benchmarks such as needle, there is low temporal correlation among touches to neighboring pages. Even if a migration candidate is touched 64 or 128 times, some of its neighboring pages may not have been touched, and thus the prefetching effect of range expansion provides up to 42% performance improvement even at higher thresholds.
In the case of backprop, we can see that higher thresholds perform poorly compared to threshold 1. Thresholds above 64 are simply too high; most pages are not accessed this frequently and thus few pages are migrated, resulting in poor GDDR bandwidth utilization. Range expansion prefetches these low-touch pages to GDDR as well, recouping the performance losses of the higher threshold policies and making them perform similar to a first touch migration policy. For minife, previously discussed in subsection 4.2.2, the effect of prefetching via range expansion is to recoup some of the performance loss due to needless migrations. However, performance still falls short of the legacy memcpy approach, which in effect, achieves perfect prefetching. Overuse of range expansion hurts performance in some cases. Under the first touch migration policy (threshold-1), using range expansion 16, 64, and 128, the worst-case performance degradations are 2%, 3%, and 2.5% respectively. While not visible in the graph due to the stacked nature of Figure 4.5, they are included in the geometric mean calculations.

Overall, we observe that even with range expansion, higher-threshold policies do not significantly outperform the much simpler first-touch policy. With threshold 1, the average performance gain with range expansion of 128 is \(1.85 \times\). The best absolute performance is observed when using a threshold of 64 combined with a range expansion value of 64, providing \(1.95 \times\) speedup. We believe that this additional \(\approx 5\%\) speedup over first touch migration with aggressive range expansion is not worth the implementation complexity of tracking and differentiating all pages in the system. In the next section, we discuss how to recoup some of this performance for benchmarks such as bfs and xsbench, which benefit most from using a higher threshold.

### 4.4 Bandwidth Balancing

In Section 4.2, we showed that using a static threshold-based page migration policy alone could not ideally balance migrating enough pages to maximize GDDR bandwidth utilization while selectively moving only the hottest data. In Section 4.3, we showed that informed page prefetching using a low threshold and range expansion to exploit locality within an application’s virtual address space matches or exceeds the performance of a simple threshold-based policy. Combining low threshold migration with aggressive prefetching drastically reduces the number of TLB shootdowns at the GPU, reducing the performance overheads of page migration. These policies implemented together, however, will continue migrating pages indefinitely from their initial locations within DDR memory towards the GPU-attached GDDR memory.

As shown in Figure 4.2, however, rather than migrating all pages into the GPU memory,
optimal memory bandwidth utilization is achieved by migrating enough pages to GDDR to maximize its bandwidth while simultaneously exploiting the additional CPU DDR bandwidth via the hardware cache coherence mechanism. To prevent migrating too many pages to GDDR and over-shooting the optimal bandwidth target (70% of traffic to GDDR and 30% to DDR for our system configuration), we implement a migration rate control mechanism for bandwidth balancing. Bandwidth balancing, put simply, allows aggressive migration while the bandwidth ratio of GDDR to total memory bandwidth use is low, and rate limits (or eliminates) migration as this ratio approaches the system’s optimal ratio. We implement a simple bandwidth balancing policy based on a sampled moving average of the application’s bandwidth needs to each memory type. We assume that the ideal bandwidth ratio in the system can be known either via runtime discovery of the system bandwidth capabilities (using an application like stream [58]) or through ACPI bandwidth information tables, much like memory latency information can be discovered today.

Given the bandwidth capability of each interface, we can calculate the ideal fractional
Figure 4.7: xsbench: Fraction of total bandwidth serviced by GDDR during application runtime when using thresholding alone (TH), then adding range expansion (TH+RE) and bandwidth aware migration (TH+RE+BWB).

The ratio, \( \frac{GDDR}{(DDR + GDDR)} \), of traffic that should target GDDR using the methodology defined by Agarwal et al. [14]. For the configuration described in Table 3.1 this fraction is 71.4%. We currently ignore command overhead variance between the memory interfaces and assume that it is either the same for technologies in use or that the optimal bandwidth ratio discovered or presented by ACPI will have taken that into account. Using this target, our software page migration samples a bandwidth accumulator present for all memory channels every 10,000 GPU cycles and calculates the average bandwidth utilization of the GDDR and DDR in the system. If this utilization is below the ideal threshold minus 5% we continue migrating pages at full-rate. If the measured ratio approaches within 5% of the target we reduce the rate of page migrations by 1/2. If the measured ratio exceeds the target, we suspend further migrations.
Figure 4.8: needle: Fraction of total bandwidth serviced by GDDR during application runtime when using thresholding alone (TH), then adding range expansion (TH+RE) and bandwidth aware migration (TH+RE+BWB).

4.4.1 Results

For three example applications, Figure 4.6, 4.7, 4.8 shows the bandwidth utilization of the GDDR versus total bandwidth of the application sampled over time in 1% increments. The TH series provides a view of how migration using single page migration with a static threshold of one (first touch) performs, while TH + RE shows the static threshold with the range expansion solution described in Section 4.3, and TH + RE + BWB shows this policy with the addition of our bandwidth balancing algorithm. The oracle policy shows that if pages were optimally placed a priori before execution there would be some, but not more than 0.1% variance in the GDDR bandwidth utilization of these applications. It is also clear that bandwidth balancing prevents grossly overshooting the targeted bandwidth ratio, as would happen when using thresholds and range expansion alone.

We investigated various sampling periods shorter and longer than 10,000 cycles, but found that a moderately short window did not cause unwanted migration throttling during the initial migration phase but facilitated a quick adjustment of the migration policy once
the target bandwidth balance was reached. If an application’s bandwidth utilization subsequently dropped below the target, the short window again enabled rapid reaction to re-enable migration. While there is certainly room for further refinement (e.g., enabling reverse migration when the DDR memory becomes underutilized), our combined solution of threshold-based migration, prefetching via range expansion, and bandwidth balancing is able to capture the majority of the performance available by balancing page migration with CC-NUMA access. Figure 4.9 shows the results for our implemented solution across our benchmark suite. We see that, on average, we are able to not just improve upon CPU-only DDR by 1.95×, but also exceed the legacy up-front memcpy-based memory transfer paradigm by 6%, and achieve 28% of oracular page placement.

With our proposed migration policy in place, we seek to understand how it affects the overall bandwidth utilization. Figure 4.10 shows the fraction of total application bandwidth consumed, divided into four categories. The first, DDR Demand is the actual program bandwidth utilization that occurred via CC-NUMA access to the DDR. The second and third, DDR Migration and GDDR Migration, are the additional bandwidth overheads on both the DDR and GDDR that would not have occurred without page migration. This bandwidth is symmetric because for every read from DDR there is a corresponding write to the GDDR. Finally, GDDR Demand is the application bandwidth serviced from the GDDR. The two additional lines, DDR Oracle and GDDR Oracle, represent the ideal fractional bandwidth that could be serviced from each of our two memories.

We observe that applications which have the lowest GDDR Demand bandwidth see the least absolute performance improvement from page migration. For applications like minife and pathfinder the GDDR Migration bandwidth also dominates the GDDR De-
mand bandwidth utilized by the application. This supports our conclusion in subsection 4.2.2 that migrations may be occurring too late and our mechanisms are not prefetching the data necessary to make best use of GDDR bandwidth via page migration. For applications that do perform well with page migration, those that perform best tend to have a small amount of GDDR Migration bandwidth when compared to GDDR Demand bandwidth. For these applications, initial aggressive page migration quickly arrives at the optimal bandwidth balance where our bandwidth balancing policy then curtails further page migration, delivering good GDDR Demand bandwidth without large migration bandwidth overhead.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we present a dynamic page migration policy that migrate pages to GPU-attached high bandwidth memory at application runtime without requiring any pro-

Figure 4.10: Distribution of memory bandwidth into demand data bandwidth and migration bandwidth
grammer involvement. We identify that demand-based migration alone is unlikely to be a viable solution due to both application variability and the need for aggressive prefetching of pages the GPU is likely to touch, but has not touched yet. The use of range expansion based on virtual address space locality, rather than physical page counters, provides a simple method for exposing application locality while eliminating the need for hardware counters. Our migration solution is able to outperform CC-NUMA access alone by $1.95 \times$, legacy application memcpy data transfer by 6%, and come within 28% of oracular page placement.
CHAPTER V

Selective GPU Caches to Eliminate CPU–GPU Cache Coherence

5.1 Introduction

Technology trends indicate an increasing number of systems designed with CPUs, accelerators, and GPUs coupled via high-speed links. Such systems are likely to introduce unified shared CPU-GPU memory with shared page tables. In fact, some systems already feature such implementations [59]. Introducing globally visible shared memory improves programmer productivity by eliminating explicit copies and memory management overheads. Whereas this abstraction can be supported using only software page-level protection mechanisms [7, 15], hardware cache coherence can improve performance by allowing concurrent, fine-grained access to memory by both CPU and GPU. If the CPU and GPU have separate physical memories, page migration may also be used to optimize page placement for latency or bandwidth by using both near and far memory [60, 13, 61, 62].

Some CPU–GPU systems will be tightly integrated into a system on chip (SoC) making on-chip hardware coherence a natural fit, possibly even by sharing a portion of the on-chip cache hierarchy [15, 63, 21]. However, the largest GPU implementations consume nearly 8B transistors and have their own specialized memory systems [64]. Power and thermal constraints preclude single-die integration of such designs. Thus, many CPU–GPU systems are likely to have discrete CPUs and GPUs connected via dedicated off-chip interconnects like NVLINK (NVIDIA), CAPI (IBM), HT (AMD), and QPI (INTEL) or implemented as multi-chip modules [10, 65, 11, 12, 66]. The availability of these high speed off-chip interconnects has led both academic groups and vendors like NVIDIA to investigate how future GPUs may integrate into existing OS controlled unified shared memory regimes used by CPUs [56, 57, 14, 13].
Upcoming GPUs are expected to have hundreds of streaming multiprocessors (SMs) – as shown in Figure 6.1 – making the design of hardware cache coherence challenging. Coherence messages will have to be exchanged across the CPU-GPU interconnect requiring large states and interconnect bandwidth [19, 20]. In the past, NVIDIA has investigated extending hardware cache-coherence mechanisms to multi-chip CPU–GPU memory systems. In this chapter we explore the techniques to simplify the implementation of shared virtual address space in heterogeneous CPU-GPU systems by providing the programmers with the hardware cache coherence while still maintaining performance. We architect a GPU selective caching mechanism, wherein the GPU does not cache data that resides in CPU physical memory, nor does it cache data that resides in the GPU memory that is actively in-use by the CPU on-chip caches. This approach is orthogonal to the memory consistency model and leverages the latency tolerant nature of GPU architectures combined with upcoming low-latency and high-bandwidth interconnects to enable the benefits of shared memory. To evaluate the performance of such a GPU, we measure
5.2 GPU Selective Caching

Historically, GPUs have not required hardware cache coherence because their programming model did not provide a coherent address space between threads running on separate SMs [67]. CPUs however, support hardware cache coherence because it is heavily relied upon by both system and application programmers to ensure correctness in multi-threaded programs and to provide simpler programming models for multi-core systems. Existing GPU programming models do not guarantee data correctness when CPU and GPU accesses interleave on the same memory location while the GPU is executing. One way to provide such guarantees is to enforce CPU-GPU hardware cache coherence, albeit with significant implementation complexity as previously discussed in Chapter 2.5.

Alternatively, if the GPU does not cache any data that is concurrently cached by the CPU, no hardware coherence messages need to be exchanged between the CPU and GPU, yet data correctness is still guaranteed. This approach also decouples the, now private, coherence protocol decisions in CPU and GPU partitions, facilitating multi-vendor system integration. We now discuss how CPU–GPU memory can provide this single shared memory abstraction without implementing hardware cache coherence. We then
propose several micro-architectural enhancements to enable selective caching to perform nearly as well as hardware cache coherence, while maintaining the programmability benefits of hardware cache coherence.

5.2.1 Naive Selective Caching

As shown in Figure 5.2, three simple principles enable the GPU to support a CPU-visible shared memory by implementing selective caching. First, the CPU is always allowed to cache any data in the system regardless of whether that data is physically located in the memory attached to the GPU or the CPU. Second, the GPU is never allowed to cache data that resides within the CPU memory. Finally, the GPU may cache data from its own local memory if and only if the CPU is not also caching a copy of this data.

When the CPU is known to be caching a line that is homed in GPU memory and the GPU requests this line, the request must be routed to the CPU where the requested data is serviced from the CPU cache, rather than the GPU memory. Similarly, if the GPU is caching a line that the CPU requests, then this line must be flushed from the GPU caches when the request is received by the GPU memory controller. By dis-allowing caching of memory in use by the CPU, the GPU cannot violate the CPU hardware coherence model.

The primary microarchitectural structure needed by the GPU to implement selective caching is the remote directory. The remote directory block shown in Figure 5.2 (in green) tracks approximately, but conservatively, the cache lines homed in GPU memory that are presently cached at the CPU. When the CPU requests a line from GPU memory, its cache block address is entered into the remote directory. If the address was not already present, the GPU probes and discards the line from all GPU caches, as in a conventional invalidation-based coherence protocol. Once a cache block is added to the GPU remote directory, it becomes un-cacheable within the GPU; future GPU accesses to the line will be serviced from the CPU cache.

To limit hardware cost, we implement the remote directory as a cuckoo filter (a space efficient version of a counting bloom filter) that never reports false negatives but may report false positives [68, 69]. Thus, the remote directory may erroneously, but conservatively, indicate that a line is cached at the CPU that has never been requested, but will accurately reference all lines that have actually been requested. False positives in the remote directory generate a spurious request to the CPU, which must respond with a negative acknowledgement (NACK) should the line not be present in the CPU cache. This request will then be serviced from the GPU memory system. Similarly, if the CPU has cached a line homed in GPU memory (causing a remote directory insertion) and has
since evicted it, the CPU may also NACK a GPU request, causing the request to return to
the GPU memory for fulfillment.

Because entries are inserted but never pruned from our remote directory, we must
track if the directory becomes full or reaches a pre-selected high-water mark. If it becomes
full, our implementation forces the CPU to flush all cache lines homed in GPU memory
and then resets the remote directory. This limited cache flush operation does not flush
any lines homed in CPU memory, the vast majority of the system’s memory capacity.
In our design, the flush is performed by triggering a software daemon to call the Linux
cacheflush trap.

The remote directory is sized to track CPU caching of up to 8MB of GPU memory,
which when fully occupied requires just 64KB of on-chip storage to achieve a false positive
rate of 3%. In the workloads we evaluate, the remote directory remains largely empty, and
neither the capacity nor false positive rate have a significant impact on GPU performance.
If workloads emerge that heavily utilize concurrent CPU-GPU threads, the size and per-
formance of this structure will need to be re-evaluated. However if cacheflush trapping
should become excessive due to an undersized remote directory, page-migration of CPU–
GPU shared pages out of GPU memory and into CPU memory can also be employed to
reduce pressure on the GPU remote directory.

5.2.2 Improving Selective Caching Performance

Caches have consistently been shown to provide significant performance gains thanks
to improved bandwidth and latency. As such, naively bypassing the GPU caches based
on the mechanisms described in Section 5.2.1 should be expected to hurt performance.
In this subsection we describe three architectural improvements that mitigate the impact
of selectively bypassing the GPU caches and provide performance approaching a system
with hardware cache coherence.

5.2.2.1 Cacheless Request Coalescing

The first optimization we make to our naive selective caching design is to implement
aggressive miss status handling register (MSHR) request coalescing for requests sent to
CPU memory, labeled in Figure 5.2. Despite not having any cache storage for requests
from CPU-memory, using MSHR-style request coalescing for read requests can signifi-
cantly reduce the number of requests made to CPU memory without violating coherency
guarantees. Request coalescing works by promoting the granularity of an individual load
request (that may be as small as 64 bits) to a larger granularity (typically 128B cache
before issuing the request to the memory system. While this larger request is in-flight, if other requests are made within the same 128B block, then these requests can simply be attached to the pending request list in the corresponding MSHR and no new request is issued to the memory system.

To maintain correctness in a non-caching system, this same coalescing scheme can be utilized, but data that is returned to the coalesced requests for which no pending request is found, must be discarded immediately. Discarding data in this way is similar to self-invalidating coherence protocols, which attempt to minimize invalidation traffic in CC-NUMA systems [70, 71]. Whereas most MSHR implementations allocate their storage in the cache into which the pending request will be inserted, our cache-less request coalescing must have local storage to latch the returned data. This storage overhead is negligible compared to the aggregate size of the on-chip caches that are no longer needed with selective caching.

Table 5.1 shows the fraction of GPU memory requests that can be coalesced by matching them to pre-existing in-flight memory requests. We call request coalescing that happens within a single SM \textit{L1 coalescing} and coalescing across SMs \textit{L1+L2 coalescing}. On average, 35% of memory requests can be serviced via cacheless request coalescing. While a 35% hit rate may seem low when compared to conventional CPU caches, we observe that capturing spatial request locality via request coalescing provides the majority of the benefit of the L1 caches (44.4% hit rate) found in a hardware cache-coherent GPU, shown in Table 2.1.

### 5.2.2.2 CPU-side Client Cache

Although memory request coalescing provides hit rates approaching that of conventional GPU L1 caches, it still falls short as it cannot capture temporal locality. Selective caching prohibits the GPU from locally caching lines that are potentially shared with the CPU but it does not preclude the GPU from remotely accessing coherent caches located at the CPU. We exploit this opportunity to propose a \textit{CPU-side GPU client cache}, labeled \textcircled{2} in Figure 5.2.

To access CPU memory, the GPU must already send a request to the CPU memory controller to access the line. If request coalescing has failed to capture re-use of a cache line, then multiple requests for the same line will be sent to the CPU memory controller causing superfluous transfers across the DRAM pins, wasting precious bandwidth. To reduce this DRAM pressure we introduce a small client cache at the CPU memory controller to service these GPU requests, thereby shielding the DDR memory system from
Table 5.1: Percentage of memory accesses that can be coalesced into existing in-flight memory requests, when using L1 (intra-SM) coalescing, and L1 + L2 (inter-SM) coalescing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>L1 Coalescing</th>
<th>L1+L2 Coalescing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>backprop</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfs</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>btree</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>82.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cns</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>28.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comd</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kmeans</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minife</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>32.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nummer</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>51.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>needle</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pathfinder</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>45.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>srad_v1</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>34.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xsbench</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2.3 Variable-size Link Transfers

Conventional memory systems access data at cache line granularity to simplify addressing and request matching logic, improve DRAM energy consumption, and exploit
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Avg. Cacheline Utilization(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>backprop</td>
<td>85.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfs</td>
<td>37.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>btree</td>
<td>78.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cns</td>
<td>77.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comd</td>
<td>32.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kmeans</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minife</td>
<td>91.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nummer</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>needle</td>
<td>39.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pathfinder</td>
<td>86.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>srad_v1</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xsbench</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>60.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Utilization of 128B cache line requests where the returned data must be discarded if there is no matching coalesced request.

spatial locality within caches. Indeed, the minimum transfer size supported by DRAM is usually a cache line. Cache line-sized transfers work well when data that was not immediately needed can be inserted into an on-chip cache, but with selective caching, unrequested data transferred from CPU memory must be discarded. Hence, portions of a cache line that were transferred, but not matched to any coalesced access, result in wasted bandwidth and energy.

The effect of this data over-fetch is shown in Table 5.2 where cache line utilization is the fraction of the transferred line that has a pending request when the GPU receives a cache line-sized response from CPU memory. An average cache line utilization of 60% indicates that just 77 out of 128 bytes transferred are actually used by the GPU. 51 additional bytes were transferred across the DRAM interface and CPU–GPU interconnect only to be immediately discarded.

To address this inefficiency, architects might consider reducing the transfer unit for cacheless clients from 128B down to 64 or 32 bytes. While fine-grained transfers improve transfer efficiency by omitting unrequested data, that efficiency is offset by the need for multiple small requests and packetization overhead on the interconnect. For example, in our link implementation, a transfer granularity of 32B achieves at best 66% link utilization (assuming all data is used) due to interconnect protocol overheads, while 128B transfers (again, assuming all data is used) can achieve 88% efficiency.

To maintain the benefit of request coalescing, but reduce interconnect inefficiency, we propose using *variable-size transfer units* on the CPU–GPU interconnect (labeled \( \mathcal{S} \) in
To implement variable-size transfer units at the GPU, we allocate GPU MSHR entries at the full 128B granularity; coalescing requests as described in Section 5.2.2.1. However, when a request is issued across the CPU–GPU interconnect, we embed a bitmask in the request header indicating which 32B sub-blocks of the 128B cache line should be transferred on the return path. While this initial request is pending across the interconnect, if additional requests for the same 128B cache line are made by the GPU, those requests will be issued across the interconnect and their 32B sub-block mask will be merged in the GPU MSHR.

Similar to the GPU-side MSHR, variable sized transfer units require that the CPU-side client cache also maintain pending MSHR masks for requests it receives, if it can not service the requests immediately from the cache. By maintaining this mask, when the DRAM returns the 128B line, only those 32B blocks that have been requested are transferred to the GPU (again with a bitmask indicating which blocks are included). Because there may be both requests and responses in-flight simultaneously for a single 128B line, it is possible that two or more responses are required to fulfill the data requested by a single MSHR; the bitmasks included in each response facilitate this matching. Because GPUs typically perform SIMD lane-level request coalescing within an SM, 32B requests happen to be the minimum and most frequently sized request issued to the GPU memory system. As a result, we do not investigate supporting link transfer sizes smaller than 32 bytes, which would require microarchitectural changes within the GPU SM.

### 5.2.3 Promiscuous Read-Only Caching

Selective caching supports coherence guarantees by bypassing GPU caches when hardware cache-coherence operations could be needed. Thus far, our selective caching architecture has assumed that the GPU must avoid caching all data homed in CPU memory. We identify that we can loosen this restriction and allow GPU caching of CPU memory, but only if that data can be guaranteed to be read-only by both the CPU and GPU.

Figure 5.3 shows the fraction of data touched by the GPU that is read-only or both read and written, broken down at the OS page (4KB) granularity. In many workloads, we find the majority of the data touched by the GPU is read-only at the OS page level. We examine this data at page granularity because, even without hardware cache coherence, it is possible (though expensive) to guarantee correctness through OS page protection mechanisms entirely in software. Any cache may safely contain data from read-only OS pages. However, if the page is re-mapped as read-write, cached copies of the data at the GPU must be discarded, which will occur as part of the TLB shootdown process triggered
by the permission change [72].

We propose that despite lacking hardware cache coherence, selective caching GPUs may choose to implement promiscuous read-only caching of CPU-memory, relying on such page level software coherence to provide correctness (labeled 4 in Figure 5.2). To implement read-only caching, the GPU software run-time system speculatively marks pages within the application as read-only at GPU kernel launch time. It also tracks which pages may have been marked read-only by the application itself to prevent speculation conflicts. With pages speculatively marked as read-only, when the GPU requests pages from the CPU memory, the permissions bit in the TLB entry is checked to determine if lines from this page are cacheable by the GPU despite being homed in CPU memory. Similarly, if the line resides in GPU memory but is marked as cached by the CPU in the remote directory, this line can still be cached locally because it is read-only.

If a write to a read-only page occurs at either the CPU or GPU, a protection fault is triggered. A write by the CPU invokes a fault handler on the faulting core, which marks the line as read/write at the CPU and uncacheable at the GPU. The fault handler then triggers a TLB shootdown, discarding the now stale TLB entry from all CPU and GPU
TLBs. This protection fault typically incurs a 3-5us delay. The next access to this page at a GPU SM will incur a hardware page walk to refetch this PTE, typically adding 1us to the first access to this updated page.

A faulting write at the GPU is somewhat more complex, as protection fault handlers currently do not run on a GPU SM. Instead, the GPU MMU must dispatch an interrupt to the CPU to invoke the fault handler. That SW handler then adjusts the permissions and shoots down stale TLB entries, including those at the GPU. The CPU interrupt overhead raises the total unloaded latency of the fault to 20us (as measured on NVIDIA's Maxwell generation GPUs). However, only the faulting warp is stalled: the SM can continue executing other non-faulting warps. Once the GPU receives an acknowledgement that the fault handling is complete, it will re-execute the write, incurring a TLB miss and a hardware page walk to fetch the updated PTE entry.

The many-threaded nature of the GPU allows us to largely hide the latency of these permission faults by executing other warps, thereby mitigating the performance impact of the high SW fault latency in nearly all of our workloads. Nevertheless, software page fault handlers are orders of magnitude more expensive than hardware cache-coherence messaging and may erode the benefit of promiscuous read-only caching if permission faults are frequent. We evaluate the performance of promiscuous caching under different software faulting overhead costs in Section 5.4.2.

5.3 Methodology

We evaluate selective caching via simulation on a system containing discrete CPUs and GPUs with DDR4 and GDDR5 memories attached to the CPU and GPU, respectively. We discuss our baseline simulation environment in Chapter 3.2.2.1. To implement various architectural components we modify our framework with simulation parameters shown in Table 5.3. We use bandwidth-aware page placement for all simulations as it has been shown to be the best page placement strategy without requiring any application profiling or program modification [14]. In our simulated system, this page placement results in 20% of the GPU workload data being placed within the CPU-attached memory with 80% residing in the GPU-attached memory.

In our system, the CPU is connected to the GPU via a full duplex CPU–GPU interconnect. The interconnect has peak bandwidth of 90GB/s using 16B flits for both data and control messages with each data payload of up to 128B requiring a single header flit. Thus, for example, a 32B data message will require sending 1 header flit + 2 data flits = 3 flits in total. When simulating request coalescing within the GPU, we use the same num-
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<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU Client Cache</td>
<td>512KB, 200 cycle latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU GDDR5</td>
<td>8-channels, 336GB/sec aggregate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU DDR4</td>
<td>4-channels, 80GB/sec aggregate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW Page Faults</td>
<td>16 concurrent per SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM Timings</td>
<td>RCD=RP=12, RC=40, CL=WR=12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDR4 Burst Len.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CPU–GPU Interconnect

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Link Latency</td>
<td>100 GPU core cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Bandwidth</td>
<td>90 GB/s Full-Duplex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Req. Efficiency</td>
<td>32B=66%, 64B=80%, 128B=88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Parameters for experimental GPGPU based simulation environment.

ber of MSHRs as the baseline configuration but allow the MSHRs to have their own local return value storage in the cacheless request coalescing case. The CPU-side GPU client cache is modeled as an 8-way set associative, write-through, no write-allocate cache with 128B line size of varying capacities shown later in Section 5.4.1.2. The client cache latency is 200 cycles, comprising 100 cycles of interconnect and 100 cycles of cache access latency. To support synchronization operations between CPU and GPU, we augment the GPU MSHRs to support atomic operations to data homed in either physical memory; we assume the CPU similarly can issue atomic accesses to either memory.

To model promiscuous read-only caching, we initially mark all the pages (4kB in our system) in DDR as read-only upon GPU kernel launch. When the first write is issued to each DDR page, the ensuing protection fault invalidates the TLB entry for the page at the GPU. When the faulting memory operation is replayed, the updated PTE is loaded, indicating that the page is uncacheable. Subsequent accesses to the page are issued over the CPU–GPU interconnect. Pages marked read-write are never re-marked read-only during GPU kernel execution. Using the page placement policy described earlier in this section, the GPU is able to cache 80% of the application footprint residing in GPU memory. We vary our assumption for the remote protection fault latency from 20-40us and assume support for up to 16 pending software page protection faults per SM; a seventeenth fault blocks the SM from making forward progress on any warp.

We evaluate results using the Rodinia and United States Department of Energy benchmark suites. We execute the applications under the CUDA 6.0 weak consistency memory model. While we did evaluate workloads from the Parboil [28] suite, we found that these applications have uncharacteristically high cache miss rates, hence even in the hardware cache-coherent case, most memory accesses go to the DRAM. As such, we have cho-
sen to omit these results because they would unfairly indicate that selective caching is performance equivalent to a theoretical hardware cache-coherent GPU. In Section 6.5 we report GPU performance as application throughput, which is inversely proportional to workload execution time.

5.4 Results

We evaluate the performance of selective GPU caching through iterative addition of our three proposed microarchitectural enhancements on top of naive selective caching. We then add promiscuous read-only caching and finally present a sensitivity study for scenarios where the workload footprint is too large for a performance-optimal page placement split across CPU and GPU memory.

5.4.1 Microarchitectural Enhancements

Figure 5.4 shows the baseline performance of naive selective caching compared to a hardware cache-coherent GPU. Whereas performance remains as high as 95% of the baseline for some applications, the majority of applications suffer significant degradation, with applications like btree and cmd seeing nearly an order-of-magnitude slowdown. The applications that are hurt most by naive selective caching tend to be those that have a high L2 cache hit rate in a hardware cache-coherent GPU implementation like cmd (Table 2.1) or those that are highly sensitive to L2 cache latency like btree (Figure 2.3). Prohibiting all caching of CPU memory results in significant over-subscription of the CPU memory system, which quickly becomes the bottleneck for application forward progress, resulting in nearly a 50% performance degradation across our workload suite.

5.4.1.1 Cacheless Request Coalescing

Our first microarchitectural proposal is to implement cacheless request coalescing as described in Section 5.2.2.1. With naive selective caching relying on only the lane-level request coalescer, performance of the system degrades to just 42% of the hardware cache-coherent GPU, despite only 20% of the application data residing in CPU physical memory. Introducing request coalescing improves performance to 74% and 79% of a hardware cache-coherent GPU when using L1 coalescing and L1+L2 coalescing, respectively. This improvement comes from a drastic reduction in the total number of requests issued across the CPU–GPU interconnect and reducing pressure on the CPU memory. Surprisingly srad_v1 shows a 5% speedup over the hardware cache-coherent GPU when
Figure 5.4: GPU performance under selective caching with uncoalesced requests, L1 coalesced requests, L1+L2 coalesced requests.

using L1+L2 request coalescing. srad_v1 has a large number of pages that are written without first being read, thus the CPU DRAM system benefits from the elimination of reads that are caused by the write-allocate policy in the baseline GPU’s L2 cache. Because the request coalescing hit rates, shown in Table 5.1, lag behind the hardware cached hit rates, selective caching still places a higher load on the interconnect and CPU memory than a hardware cache-coherent GPU, which translates into the 21% performance reduction we observe when using selective caching with aggressive request coalescing.

5.4.1.2 CPU-side Client Cache

Whereas request coalescing captures much of the spatial locality provided by GPU L1 caches, it cannot capture any long distance temporal locality. Figure 5.5 shows the performance differential of adding our proposed CPU-side client cache to L1+L2 request coalesced requests.
Figure 5.5: GPU performance with selective caching when combining request coalescing with on CPU-side caching for GPU clients at 64KB–1MB cache capacities. (CC: Client-Cache)

coalescing within the selective caching GPU. This GPU client cache not only reduces traffic to CPU DRAM from the GPU, but also improves latency for requests that hit in the cache and provides additional bandwidth that the CPU–GPU interconnect may exploit. We observe that performance improvements scale with client cache size up to 512KB before returns diminish. Combining a 512KB, 8-way associative client cache with request coalescing improves performance of our selective caching GPU to within 90% of the performance of a hardware cache-coherent GPU. Note that btree only benefits marginally from this client cache because accessing the client cache still requires a round-trip interconnect latency of 200ns (Section 5.3). btree is highly sensitive to average memory access latency (Figure 2.3), which is not substantially improved by placing the client cache on the CPU-die rather than the GPU-die.

The size of an on-die CPU client cache is likely out of the hands of GPU architects, and
Figure 5.6: GPU data transferred across CPU-GPU interconnect (shown left y-axis) and performance (shown right y-axis) for 128B cache line-size link transfers and variable-size link transfers respectively.

For CPU architects allocating on-die resources for an external GPU client may seem an unlikely design choice. However, this client cache constitutes only a small fraction of the total chip area of modern CPUs (0.7% in 8-core Xeon E5 [73]) and is the size of just one additional private L2 cache within the IBM Power 8 processor. Much like processors have moved towards on-die integration of PCIe to provide improved performance with external peripherals, we believe the performance improvements due to this cache are significant enough to warrant integration. For CPU design teams, integrating such a cache into an existing design is likely easier than achieving performance by extending coherence protocols into externally developed GPUs. The GPU client cache also need not be specific to just GPU clients, other accelerators such as FPGAs or spatial architectures [74, 75] that will be integrated along-side a traditional CPU architecture will also likely benefit from such a client cache.
5.4.1.3 Variable-size Link Transfers

Request coalescing combined with the CPU client cache effectively reduce the pressure on the CPU DRAM by limiting the number of redundant requests that are made to CPU memory. The CPU client cache exploits temporal locality to offset data overfetch that occurs on the DRAM pins when transferring data at cache line granularity, but does not address CPU–GPU interconnect transfer inefficiency. To reduce this interconnect over-fetch, we propose variable-sized transfer units (see Section 5.2.2.3). The leftmost two bars for each benchmark in Figure 5.6 show the total traffic across the CPU–GPU interconnect when using traditional fixed 128B cache line requests and variable-sized transfers, compared to a hardware cache-coherent GPU. We see that despite request coalescing, our selective caching GPU transfers nearly 4 times the data across the CPU–GPU intercon-
nect than the hardware cache-coherent GPU. Our variable-sized transfer implementation reduces this overhead by nearly one third to just 2.6x more interconnect traffic than the hardware cache-coherent GPU.

This reduction in interconnect bandwidth results in performance gains of just 3% on average, despite some applications like `cmd` showing significant improvements. We observe that variable-sized transfers can significantly improve bandwidth utilization on the CPU–GPU interconnect but most applications remain performance-limited by the CPU memory bandwidth, not the interconnect itself. When we increase interconnect bandwidth by 1.5x without enabling variable-sized requests, we see an average performance improvement of only 1% across our benchmark suite. Variable-sized requests are not without value, however; transferring less data will save power or allow this expensive off-chip interface to be clocked at a lower frequency, but evaluating the effect of those improvements is beyond the scope of this work.

5.4.2 Promiscuous GPU Caching

By augmenting selective caching with request coalescing, a GPU client cache, and variable-sized transfers, we achieve performance within 93% of a hardware cache-coherent GPU. As described in Section 5.2.3, the GPU can be allowed to cache CPU memory that is contained within pages that are marked as read-only by the operating system. The benefit of caching data from such pages is offset by protection faults and software recovery if pages promiscuously marked as read-only and cached by the GPU are later written. Figure 5.7 (RO-ZeroCost) shows the upper bound on possible improvements from read-only caching for an idealized implementation that marks all pages as read-only and transitions them to read-write (and thus uncacheable) without incurring any cost when executing the required protection fault handling routine. In a few cases, this idealized implementation can outperform the hardware cache-coherent GPU because of the elimination of write allocations in the GPU caches, which tend to have little to no reuse.

We next measure the impact of protection fault cost, varying the unloaded fault latency from 20us to 40us (see Figure 5.7) which is available on today’s GPU implementations. While a fault is outstanding, the faulting warp and any other warp that accesses the same address are stalled; but, other warps may proceed, mitigating the impact of these faults on SM forward progress. The latency of faults can can be hidden if some warps executing on an SM are reading this or other pages. However, if all warps issue writes at roughly the same time, the SM may stall due to a lack of schedulable warps or MSHR capacity to track pending faults. When accounting for fault overheads, our selective caching GPU with
promiscuous read-only caching achieves only 89% of the performance of the hardware cache-coherent GPU.

When using a 20us fault latency, we see that 7 of 12 workloads exhibit improvement from read-only caching and that `btree` sees a large 35% performance gain from promiscuous read-only caching as it benefits from improvements to average memory access latency. In contrast, three workloads, `backprop`, `cns`, and `needle`, suffer considerable slowdowns due to exposed protection fault latency. These workloads tend to issue many concurrent writes, exhausting the GPUs ability to overlap execution with the faults. For such workloads, we advocate disabling promiscuous read-only caching in software (e.g., via a mechanism that tracks the rate of protection faults, disabling promiscuous read-only caching when the rate exceeds a threshold).

In summary, the effectiveness of promiscuous read-only caching depends heavily on the latency of protection faults and the GPU microarchitecture’s ability to overlap the execution of non-faulting warps with those faults, which can vary substantially across both operating systems and architectures. In systems where the fault latency is higher than the 20us (as measured on current NVIDIA systems), more judicious mechanisms must be used to identify read-only pages (e.g., explicit hints from the programmer via the `mprotect` system call.)

5.4.3 Discussion

One use case in the future may be that GPU programmers will size their application’s data to extend well beyond the performance-optimal footprint in CPU and GPU memory. With excess data spilling over into the additional capacity provided by the CPU memory, performance bottlenecks will shift away from the GPU towards the CPU memory system. In such cases, the GPU caching policy for CPU memory will come under additional pressure due to the increased traffic skewed towards CPU memory.

To understand how selective caching affects performance under such a scenario, we evaluate a situation wherein the application data has been sized so that 90% of the footprint resides in CPU memory and just 10% can fit within GPU memory, as compared to the nearly inverse performance-optimal 20%-80% ratio. Figure 5.8 shows the performance of this memory-capacity-constrained case relative to the baseline optimal ratio. We see that naive selective caching and our proposed enhancements follow the same trend of performance improvements shown previously in Section 6.5. Because this scenario is primarily limited by the CPU memory system, we see that in some cases the client cache and variable sized transfer interconnect optimizations can actually outper-
form the hardware cache-coherent GPU due to a reduction in data overfetch between the CPU memory and the GPU client. To validate our observation, we added the same client cache and variable transfers to the hardware cache-coherent baseline configuration and saw an average speedup of 4.5%. Whereas the absolute performance achieved, compared to a performance-optimal memory footprint and allocation, may not always be compelling, should software designers chose to partition their problems in this way, we believe selective caching will continue to perform as well as a hardware cache-coherent GPU.

In this work, we have primarily investigated a system where bandwidth-aware page placement provides an initial page placement that has been shown to have optimal performance [14]. Bandwidth-aware page placement is based on the premise that the GPU will place pressure on the CPU and GPU memory system in proportion to the number of pages placed in each memory. Proposals, like selective caching, that change the on-chip caching policy of the GPU can cause dramatic shifts in the relative pressure placed
on each memory system, effectively changing the bandwidth-optimal placement ratio. Although we do not evaluate this phenomenon in this work, balancing initial page placement with dynamic page migration to help compensate for the lack of on-chip caching is an area that needs further investigation.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we demonstrate that CPUs and GPUs do not need to be hardware cache-coherent to achieve the simultaneous goals of unified shared memory and high GPU performance. Our results show that selective caching with request coalescing, a CPU-side GPU client cache, variable-sized transfer units can perform within 93% of a cache-coherent GPU for applications that do not perform fine grained CPU–GPU data sharing and synchronization. We also show that promiscuous read-only caching benefits memory latency sensitive applications using OS page-protection mechanisms rather than relying on hardware cache coherence. Selective caching does not needlessly force hardware cache coherence into the GPU memory system, allowing decoupled designs that can maximize CPU and GPU performance, while still maintaining the CPU’s traditional view of the memory system.
CHAPTER VI

Thermostat: Application-transparent Page Management for Two-tiered Main Memory

6.1 Introduction

Upcoming memory technologies, such as Intel/Micron’s recently-announced 3D XPoint memory [24], are projected to be denser and cheaper per bit than DRAM while providing the byte-addressable load-store interface of conventional main memory. Improved capacity and cost per bit come at the price of higher access latency, projected to fall somewhere in the range of 400ns to several microseconds [24] as opposed to 50–100ns for DRAM. The impending commercial availability of such devices has renewed interest in two-tiered physical memory, wherein part of a system’s physical address space is implemented with the slower, cheaper memory technology [76, 77].

Slow memory can result in a net cost win if the cost savings of replaced DRAM outweigh cost increase due to reduced program performance or by enabling a higher peak memory capacity per server than is economically viable with DRAM alone. To realize cost savings, in this study, we set an objective of at most 3% performance degradation relative to a DRAM-only system.

However, making effective, transparent use of slow memory to reduce cost without substantial performance loss is challenging. Any memory placement policy must estimate the performance degradation associated with placing a given memory page in slow memory, which in turn requires some method to gauge the page access rate. Lack of accurate page access rate tracking in contemporary x86 hardware makes this task challenging. Moreover, as we will show, naive policies to place pages into slow memory based on existing hardware-maintained Accessed bits are insufficient and can lead to severe performance degradations.

Making slow memory usage application transparent is particularly critical for cloud
Figure 6.1: Fraction of 2MB pages idle/cold for 10s detected via per-page Accessed bits in hardware. Note that this technique cannot estimate the page access rate, and thus cannot estimate the performance degradation caused by placing these pages in slow memory (which exceeds 10% for Redis).

computing environments, where the cloud provider may wish to transparently substitute cheap memory for DRAM to reduce provisioning cost, but has limited visibility and control of customer applications. Relatively few cloud customers are likely to take advantage of cheaper-but-slower memory technology if they must redesign their applications to explicitly allocate and manage hot and cold memory footprints. A host-OS-based cold memory detection and placement mechanism is a natural candidate for such a system. Figure 6.1 shows the amount of data idle for 10s as detected at runtime by an existing Linux mechanism to monitor hardware-managed Accessed bits in the page tables for various cloud applications. We observe that substantial cold data (more than 50% for MySQL) can be detected by application-transparent mechanisms.

However, there has been little work on providing performance degradation guaran-
tees in the presence of page migration to slow memory [78]. Furthermore, prior work on two-tiered memory has assumed migration/paging at 4KB page granularity [77, 76]. However, huge pages (2MB pages) are now ubiquitous and critical, especially for cloud platforms where virtualization magnifies the costs of managing 4KB pages. We observe performance improvements as high as 30% from huge pages under virtualization (Table 6.1). Our proposal, Thermostat, manages two-tiered main memory transparently to applications while preserving the benefits of huge pages and dynamically enforcing limits on performance degradation (e.g., limiting slowdown to 3%). We will show that Thermostat is huge-page-aware and can place/migrate 4KB and huge pages while limiting performance degradation within a target bound.

Prior work has considered two approaches to two-tiered memory: (i) a paging mechanism [38, 36], wherein accesses to slow memory invoke a page fault that must transfer data to fast memory before an access may proceed, and (ii) via a migration mechanism (as in cache coherent NUMA multiprocessors) [79], wherein no software fault is required. In the latter scenario, a migration mechanism seeks to shuffle pages between tiers to maximize fast-memory accesses. Dulloor et al. [76] have described a programmer-guided data placement scheme in NVRAM. Such techniques are inapplicable when cloud customers run third-party software and do not have access to source code. Li et al. [78] describe a hardware-based technique to accurately gauge the impact of moving a page from NVRAM to DRAM. However, such hardware requires significant changes to contemporary x86 architecture. In contrast, Thermostat does not require any additional hardware support apart from the availability of slow memory.

To provide a low overhead cold-page detection mechanism, Thermostat continuously samples a small fraction of pages and estimates page access rate by spatial extrapolation (described in Section 6.3.2). This strategy makes Thermostat both low overhead and fast-reacting. The single Accessed bit per page provided by hardware is insufficient to distinguish hot and cold pages with sufficiently low overhead. Instead, Thermostat uses TLB misses as a proxy for LLC misses as they can be tracked in the OS through reserved bits in the PTE, allowing page access rates to be estimated at low overhead. Finally, Thermostat employs a correction mechanism that rapidly detects and corrects mis-classified cold pages (e.g., due to time-changing access patterns).

We implement Thermostat in Linux kernel version 4.5 and evaluate its effectiveness on representative cloud computing workloads running under KVM virtualization. As the cheaper memory technologies we target – such as Intel/Micron’s 3D XPoint – are not yet commercially available, our evaluation emulates slow memory using a software technique that triggers translation faults for slow memory pages, yielding a 1us average access
Table 6.1: Throughput gain from 2MB huge pages under virtualization relative to 4KB pages on both host and guest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Performance gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerospike</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-memory Analytics</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL-TPCC</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-search</td>
<td>No difference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We propose an online low-overhead mechanism for estimating the performance degradation due to placing a particular page in slow memory.

- We use this mechanism in an online, huge-page-aware hot/cold page classification system that only requires a target maximum slowdown as input.

- We propose an online method to detect mis-classifications and rectify them, thereby minimizing the impact of such mis-classifications on application throughput.

- By emulating slow memory in software, we demonstrate that Thermostat can migrate up to 50% of cloud application footprints to slow memory with a 3% slowdown, reducing memory provisioning cost up to 30%.

6.2 Motivation

We briefly motivate the potential for dual-technology main memory and the importance of huge pages under virtualized execution.

6.2.1 Shifting cold data to cheap memory

For performance-sensitive and high-footprint cloud applications, it is unlikely that cheaper-but-slower memory technologies, such as Intel/Micron’s 3D XPoint memory [24], will entirely supplant DRAM main memory. An increase in memory access latency by even a small multiple (e.g., to 500ns) will result in drastic throughput losses, as the working set of these applications typically greatly exceeds cache capacities. Because DRAM accounts
Figure 6.2: Memory access rate vs. hardware Accessed bit distribution of 4KB regions within 2MB pages for Redis. The single hardware Accessed bit per page does not correlate with memory access rate per page, and thus cannot estimate page access rates with low overhead.

for only a fraction of total system cost, the net cost of the throughput loss will greatly outweigh the savings in main memory cost.

However, cloud applications typically have highly skewed access distributions, where a significant fraction of the application’s footprint is infrequently accessed [80]. These rarely accessed pages can be mapped to slow memory without significantly impacting performance. We refer to this infrequently accessed data as “cold” data.

To distinguish cold pages from frequently accessed hot pages, existing mechanisms exploit the Accessed bit in the PTE (set by the hardware each time the PTE is accessed by a page walk) [81, 82, 83]. We investigated one such existing cold-page detection framework, kstaled [81]. However, we find that the single accessed bit per page is insufficient to distinguish hot and cold 2MB huge pages with sufficiently low overhead. To
detect a page access, kstaled must clear the Accessed bit and flush the corresponding TLB entry. However, distinguishing hot and cold pages requires monitoring (and hence, clearing) accessed bits at high frequency, resulting in unacceptable slowdowns.

Figure 6.2 illustrates why hot and cold 2MB huge pages cannot be distinguished by temporally sampling the hardware-maintained access bits at the highest possible rate that can meet our tight performance degradation target (3% slowdown), using Redis as an example workload. The hardware can facilitate monitoring at 4KB granularity by temporarily splitting a huge page and monitoring the accessed bits of the 512 constituent 4KB pages (monitoring at 2MB granularity without splitting provides even worse hot/cold differentiation [83]). The horizontal axis represents the number of detected “hot” 4KB regions in a given 2MB page when monitoring at the maximum frequency that meets our slowdown target. Here “hot” refers to pages that were accessed in three consecutive scan intervals. The vertical axis represents the ground-truth memory access rate for each 2MB page. (We describe our methodology for measuring memory access rate in Section 5.3.3). The key take-away is that the scatter plot is highly dispersed—the spatial frequency of accesses within a 2MB page is poorly correlated with its true access rate. Conversely, performance constraints preclude monitoring at higher temporal frequency. Hence, mechanisms that rely solely on Accessed bit scanning cannot identify cold pages with low overhead.

6.2.2 Benefits of transparent huge pages

Intel’s IA-64 x86 architecture mandates a 4-level page table structure for 4KB memory pages. So, a TLB miss may incur up to four memory accesses to walk the page table. Under virtualization, with two-dimensional page table walks (implemented in Intel’s Extended Page Tables and AMD’s Nested Page Tables), the cost of a page walk can be as high as 24 memory accesses [84, 85]. When memory is mapped to a 2MB huge page in both the guest and host, the worst-case page walk is reduced to 15 accesses, which significantly lowers the performance overhead of virtualization. Moreover, 2MB huge pages increase the TLB reach and improve the cacheability of intermediate levels of the page tables, as fewer total entries compete for cache capacity.

Table 6.1 shows the performance benefit of using huge pages via Linux’s Transparent Huge Page (THP) mechanism. We compare throughput of various cloud applications where both the guest and host employ 2MB huge pages against configurations with transparent huge pages disabled (i.e., all pages are 4KB). We observe significant throughput benefits as high as 30% for Redis. Previous literature has also reported performance
benefits of huge pages [83][86][87]. From these results, it is clear that huge pages are essential to performance, and any attempt to employ a dual-technology main memory must preserve the performance advantages of huge pages. For this reason, we only evaluate Thermostat with THP enabled at both host and guest.

6.3 Thermostat

We present Thermostat, an application-transparent huge-page-aware mechanism to detect cold pages during execution. The input to Thermostat is a user-specified tolerable slowdown (3% in our evaluation) incurred as a result of Thermostat’s monitoring and due to accesses to data shifted to slow memory. Thermostat periodically samples a fraction of the application footprint and uses a page poisoning technique to estimate the access rate to each page with tightly controlled overhead. The estimated page access rate is then used to select a set of pages to place in cold memory, such that their aggregate access rate will not result in slowdown exceeding the target degradation. These cold pages are then continually monitored to detect and rapidly correct any mis-classifications or behavior changes. In the following sections, we describe the Thermostat in more detail.

6.3.1 Overview

We implement Thermostat in the Linux 4.5 kernel. Thermostat can be controlled at runtime via the Linux memory control group (cgroup) mechanism [88]. All processes in the same cgroup share Thermostat parameters, such as the sampling period and maximum tolerable slowdown.

The Thermostat mechanism comprises four components: (i) a sampling mechanism that randomly selects a subset of pages for access-rate monitoring, (ii) a monitoring mechanism that counts accesses to sampled pages while limiting maximum overhead, (iii) a classification policy to select pages to place in slow memory, and (iv) a mechanism to monitor and detect mis-classified pages or behavior changes and migrate pages back to conventional (fast) memory.

The key challenge that Thermostat must address is the difficulty of discerning the access rates of 2MB pages at a sufficiently low overhead while still responding rapidly to changing workload behaviors. Tracking the access rate of a page is a potentially expensive operation if the page is accessed frequently. Hence, to bound the performance impact of access rate monitoring, only a small fraction of the application footprint may be monitored at any time. However, sampling only a small fraction of the application footprint
leads to a policy that adapts only slowly to changes in memory behavior.

6.3.2 Page sampling

Sampling a large number of huge pages is desirable as it leads to quick response to time-varying workload access patterns. But, it can lead to a high performance overhead, since, as explained in Section 6.3.3, each TLB miss to a sampled page incurs additional latency for OS fault handling. To tightly control application performance slowdown, we **split a random sample of huge pages (5% in our case) into 4KB pages, and poison only a fraction of these 4KB pages in each sampling interval.** Below, we detail the strategy used to select which 4KB pages to poison, and how we estimate the total access rate from the access rates of the sample.

A simple strategy to select 4KB pages from a set of huge pages is to select $K$ random 4KB pages, for some fixed $K$ ($K = 50$ in our evaluation). However, when only a few 4KB pages in a huge page are hot, this naive strategy may fail to sample them, and thus deem the overall huge page to have a low access rate. To address this shortcoming, our mechanism monitors page access rates in two steps. We first rely on the hardware-maintained Accessed bits to monitor all 512 4KB pages and identify those with a non-zero access rate. We then monitor a sample of these pages using our more costly software mechanism to accurately estimate the aggregate access rate of the 2MB page. With our strategy, only **0.5% of memory is sampled at any time**, which makes the performance overhead due to sampling < 1%.

To compute the aggregate access rate at 2MB granularity from the access rates of the sampled 4KB pages, we scale the observed access rate in the sample by the total number of 4KB pages that were marked as accessed. The monitored 4KB pages comprise a random sample of accessed pages, while the remaining pages have a negligible access rate.

6.3.3 Page access counting

Current x86 hardware does not support access counting at a per-page granularity. Thus, we design a software-only solution to track page access rates with very low overhead (<1%) by utilizing PTE reserved bits. In Section 6.6.1, we discuss two extensions to existing x86 mechanisms that might enable lower overhead page-access counting.

To approximate the number of accesses to a page, we use BadgerTrap, a kernel extension for intercepting TLB misses [89]. When a page is sampled for access counting, Thermostat poisons its PTE by setting a reserved bit (bit 51), and then flushes the PTE
from the TLB. The next access to the page will incur a hardware page walk (due to the TLB miss) and then trigger a protection fault (due to the poisoned PTE), which is intercepted by BadgerTrap. BadgerTrap’s fault handler unpoisons the page, installs a valid translation in the TLB, and then repoisons the PTE. By counting the number of BadgerTrap faults, we can estimate the number of TLB misses to the page, which we use as a proxy for the number of memory accesses.

Note that our approach assumes that the number of TLB misses and cache misses to a 4KB page are similar. For hot pages, this assertion does not hold. However, Thermostat has no need to accurately estimate the access rate to hot pages; it is sufficient to know that they are hot. Conversely, for cold pages, nearly all accesses incur both TLB and cache misses as there is no temporal locality for such accesses, and, therefore, tracking TLB misses is sufficient to estimate the page access rate. We validated our approach by measuring the TLB miss rates (resulting in page-walks) and last-level cache miss rates for our benchmark suite using hardware performance counters via the Linux perf utility. For pages we identify as cold, the TLB miss rate is typically higher (but always within a factor of two) of the last-level cache miss rate measured without BadgerTrap, indicating that our approach is reasonable.

6.3.4 Page classification

Classifying pages as hot or cold is governed by the user-specified maximum tolerable slowdown (without such a threshold, one can simply declare all pages cold and call it a day). To select cold pages, we use the estimated access rates of each (huge) page.

We translate a tolerable slowdown of $x\%$ to an access rate threshold in the following way. Given $A$ accesses to slow memory in one second, the total time consumed by slow memory accesses is $At_s$, where $t_s$ is the access latency of the slow memory. Thus, a slowdown threshold of $x\%$ can be translated to an access rate threshold of $\frac{x}{100t_s}$ per second. If a fraction $f$ of the total huge pages were sampled, we assign pages to the slow memory such that their aggregate estimated access rate does not exceed $f \frac{x}{100t_s}$. We sort the sampled huge pages in increasing order of their estimated access rates, and then place the coldest pages in slow memory until the total access rate reaches the target threshold.

This simple approach governs the access rate to slow memory to avoid the user-specified degradation target. In Figure 6.3, we show slow memory access rate averaged over 30 seconds for our benchmark suite, assuming 1us slow memory access latency and 3% tolerable slowdown (we discuss detailed methodology in Section 6.4). We observe
that Thermostat keeps the slow memory access rate close to the target 30K accesses/sec. For Aerospike and Cassandra slow memory access rate temporarily exceeds 30K accesses/sec but is brought back below 30K accesses/sec by mis-classification detection, discussed next in Section 6.3.5.

6.3.5 Correction of mis-classified pages

Since we estimate the access rate of a huge page based on the access rates of only a few (not more than 50, as described in Section 6.3.2) 4KB pages, there is always some probability that some hot huge pages will be mis-classified as cold due to sampling error. Such mis-classifications are detrimental to application performance, since the interval between successive samplings of any given huge page can be fairly long. To address this issue, we track the number of accesses being made to each cold huge page, using the software mechanism mentioned in Section 6.3.3. Since the access rate to these pages is
Figure 6.4: Thermostat operation: Thermostat classifies huge pages into hot and cold by randomly splitting a fraction of pages and estimating huge page access rate by poisoning a fraction of 4K pages within a huge page. The sampling policy is described in Section 6.3.2. Section 6.3.3 describes our approach to page access counting, and Section 6.3.4 describes the page classification policy. Note that the sampling and poisoning fractions here are for illustration purposes only. In our evaluation we sample 5% of huge pages and poison at most 50 4KB pages from a sampled huge page.

slow by design, the performance impact of this monitoring is low. In every sampling period we sort the huge pages in slow memory by their access counts and their aggregate access count is compared to the target access rate to slow memory. The most frequently accessed pages are then migrated back to fast memory until the access rate to the remaining cold pages is below the threshold. In addition to any mis-classified pages, this mechanism also identifies pages that become hot over time, adapting to changes in the application’s hot working set.

6.3.6 Migration of cold pages to slow memory

Once cold pages have been identified by the guest, they must be migrated to the slow memory. We use the NUMA support in KVM guests to achieve this transfer. The NVM memory space is exposed to the guest OS as a separate NUMA zone, to which the guest OS can then transfer memory. NUMA support in KVM guests already exists in Linux and can be used via libvirt [90].

6.3.7 Thermostat example

Figure 6.4 illustrates Thermostat’s page classification for an example application with eight huge pages. Each sampling period comprises three stages: (i) split a fraction of
huge pages, (ii) poison a fraction of split and accessed 4KB pages, record the access count to 4KB pages to estimate access rate of the huge pages, and (iii) classify pages as hot/cold. In this example, we sample 25% of huge pages (two huge pages out of eight are sampled). In the first sampling period, Thermostat splits and records 4KB-grain accesses to two pages (page 1 and 5) in the first scan period. In the second scan period, 4KB pages 1 and 4 of the first huge page and 3 and 8 of the fifth huge page are selected to be poisoned. Thermostat then estimates the access rate to huge page 1 and 5 from the access rates of the 4KB pages. Finally, Thermostat sorts the estimated access rates of the huge pages and classifies page 1 as cold, as its estimated access rate is below the threshold tolerable slow memory access rate. However, because the sum of the access rates of both huge pages is above the threshold access rate, page 5 is classified as hot. Similarly, in the second sampling period, pages 2 and 4 are randomly selected for sampling. At the end of the sampling period page 2 is classified as hot and page 4 as cold.

6.4 Methodology

6.4.1 System Configuration

We study Thermostat on a 36-core (72 hardware thread) dual-socket x86 server, Intel Xeon E5-2699 v3, with 512 GB RAM running Linux 4.5. Each socket has 45MB LLC. There is a 64-entry TLB per core and a shared 1024 entry L2 TLB. Several of our benchmark applications perform frequent I/O and are highly sensitive to OS page cache performance. To improve the page cache, we install `hugetmpfs`, a mechanism that enables use of huge pages for the `tmpfs` [91] filesystem. We place all files accessed by the benchmarks in `tmpfs`. In the future, we expect that Linux may natively support huge pages in the page cache for other file systems.

We run the benchmarks inside virtual machines using the Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) virtualization platform. Client threads, which generate traffic to the servers, are run outside the virtual machine, on the host OS. We run the client threads and server VM on the same system and use a bridge network with virtio between host and guest so that network performance is not a bottleneck. We isolate the CPU and memory of the guest VM and client threads on separate sockets using Linux’s control group mechanism [88] to avoid performance interference. The benchmark VM is allocated 8 CPU cores, a typical medium-sized cloud instance. We set the Linux frequency governor to “performance” to disable dynamic CPU frequency changes during application runs.
6.4.2 Emulating slow memory: BadgerTrap

Dual-technology main memory, in particular Intel/Micron’s 3D XPoint memory, is not yet available. Hence, we use a software technique to emulate slow memory while placing all data in conventional DRAM.

Each cache miss to slow memory should incur an access latency that is a multiple of the DRAM latency (e.g., 400ns slow memory [76] vs. 50ns DRAM latency). There is no easy mechanism to trap to software on all cache misses. Instead, we introduce extra latency by inducing page faults upon translation misses (TLB misses) to cold pages by using BadgerTrap [89].

The software fault mechanism is an approximation of an actual slow memory device. The BadgerTrap fault latency (about 1us in our kernel) is higher than some authors predict the 3D XPoint memory read latency will be [76]. Furthermore, the poisoned PTE will induce a fault even if the accessed memory location is present in the hardware caches. In these two respects, our approach over-estimates the penalty of slow memory accesses. However, once BadgerTrap installs a (temporary) translation, further accesses to other cache blocks on the same slow-memory page will not induce additional faults, potentially under-estimating impact. Our testing with micro benchmarks indicates our approach yields an average access latency to slow memory in the desired range, in part, because slow-page accesses are sufficiently infrequent that they nearly always result in both cache and TLB misses anyway, as we discuss in Section 6.3.3.

One important detail of our test setup is that we must install BadgerTrap (for the purpose of emulating slow memory latency) within the guest VM rather than the host OS. Thermostat communicates with the guest-OS BadgerTrap instance to emulate migration to slow memory. We must install BadgerTrap within the guest because, otherwise, each BadgerTrap fault would result in a vmexit. In addition to drastically higher fault latency, vmexit operations have the side-effect of changing the Virtual Processor ID (VPID) to 0. Since KVM uses VPIIDs to tag TLB entries of its guests, installing a TLB entry with the correct VPID would entail complexity and incur even higher emulation latency. Since BadgerTrap on the guest entails a latency of \( \approx 1\mu s \), which is already higher than projected slow-memory latencies [76], we did not want to incur additional slowdown by emulating slow memory in the host OS.

6.4.3 Benchmarks

We evaluate Thermostat with applications from Google’s Perfkit Benchmarker and the Cloudsuite benchmarks [92, 93]. These applications are representative server workloads
that have large memory footprints and are commonly run in virtualized cloud environments. We do not evaluate Thermostat for general-purpose GPU applications since non-volatile memory technologies are expected to have much lower bandwidth than high-bandwidth graphics memories – even lower than DDR memory technologies – thus are not a suitable match to memory bandwidth-sensitive platforms like GPUs.

**TPCC on MySQL:** TPCC is a widely-used database benchmark, which aims to measure the transaction processing throughput of a relational database [94]. We execute TPCC on top of MySQL, one of the most popular open-source database engines, which is often deployed in the cloud. We use the open-source TPCC implementation from OLTP-Bench [95] (available at [https://github.com/oltpbenchmark/oltpbench](https://github.com/oltpbenchmark/oltpbench)). We use a scale factor of 320, and run the benchmark for 600 seconds after warming up for 600 seconds. MySQL makes frequent I/O requests and hence benefits markedly from our use of hugetmpfs to enable huge pages for the OS page cache.

**NoSQL databases:** Aerospike, Cassandra, and Redis are popular NoSQL databases [96, 97, 98]. Cassandra is a wide-column database designed to offer a variable number of fields (or columns) per key, while Redis and Aerospike are simpler key-value databases that have higher peak throughput. Redis is single-threaded whereas Aerospike is multi-threaded. Cassandra performs frequent file I/O as it periodically compacts its SSTable data structure on disk [99]. So, Cassandra also benefits substantially from hugetmpfs. Redis performs no file I/O after loading its dataset into memory.

We tune Aerospike, Cassandra, and Redis based on the settings provided by Google’s Perfkit Benchmarker for measuring cloud offerings [92]. We use the YCSB traffic generator to drive the NoSQL databases [80]. For Aerospike we use 200M operations and for Cassandra we use 50M operations on 5M keys with 20 fields each with a Zipfian distribution. For both of these application, we evaluate two workload mixes: a read-heavy load with 95:5 read/write ratio and a write-heavy load with 5:95 read/write ratio. For Redis, we access keys with a hotspot distribution, wherein 0.01% of the keys account for 90% of the traffic. We vary value sizes according to the distribution reported in [100]. We observe 176K and 215K operations/sec for read-heavy and write-heavy workloads for Aerospike, and 21K and 45K operations/sec for read-heavy and write-heavy workloads for Cassandra. For Redis we observe 188K operations/sec for our baseline system with all pages in DRAM as huge pages.

**In-memory analytics:** We evaluate Thermostat on in-memory analytics benchmarks from Cloudsuite [93]. In-memory analytics runs a collaborative filtering algorithm on a dataset of user-movie ratings. It uses the Apache Spark framework to perform data analytics. We set both executor and driver memory to be 6GB to execute the benchmark
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Resident Set Size</th>
<th>File-mapped</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerospike</td>
<td>12.3GB</td>
<td>5MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>8GB</td>
<td>4GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL-TPCC</td>
<td>6GB</td>
<td>3.5GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis</td>
<td>17.2GB</td>
<td>1MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-memory-analytics</td>
<td>6.2GB</td>
<td>1MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-search</td>
<td>2.28GB</td>
<td>86MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Application memory footprints: resident set size and file-mapped pages.

entirely in memory. We run the benchmark to completion, which takes 317 seconds for our baseline system with all pages in DRAM as huge pages.

**Web search**: Cloudsuite’s web search uses the Apache Solr search engine framework. We run client threads on host and index nodes within the virtual machine. We set steady state time to be 300 seconds and keep default values for all the other parameters on the client machine. As specified by the benchmark, target response time requires 99% of the requests to be serviced in 200ms. For our baseline system with all pages in DRAM as huge pages, we observe 50 operations/sec with \(\approx\) 85ms 99th percentile latency.

### 6.4.4 Runtime overhead of Thermostat Sampling

We measure the runtime overhead of Thermostat to ensure that application throughput is not degraded by Thermostat’s page sampling mechanism. For sampling periods of 10s or higher, we observe negligible CPU activity from Thermostat and no measurable application slowdown (< 1%).

### 6.5 Evaluation

We next measure Thermostat’s automatic hot/cold classification and run-time placement/migration mechanisms on our suite of cloud applications.

Thermostat takes as input a tolerable slowdown; a single input parameter specified by a system administrator. It then automatically selects cold pages to be migrated to slow memory at runtime. We set a tolerable slowdown of 3% throughout our evaluation, since a higher slowdown may lead to an overall cost increase due to higher required CPU provisioning (which is more expensive than memory). Thermostat’s slowdown threshold can be changed at runtime through the Linux cgroup mechanism. Hence, application administrators can dynamically tune the threshold based on service level agreements for
Figure 6.5: Amount of cold data in Cassandra identified at run time with 2% throughput degradation for a write-heavy workload (5:95 read/write ratio).

latency-critical applications or for the throughput requirements of batch jobs. We show that, for our application suite, Thermostat meets the target 3% slowdown while placing a significant fraction of application footprint in slow memory dynamically at runtime.

We evaluate Thermostat with 5% of huge pages sampled in every scan interval of 30s and at most 50 4KB pages poisoned for a sampled huge page. We compare the performance of Thermostat with a placement policy that places all pages in DRAM, which maximizes performance while incurring maximal memory cost. Thermostat’s sampling mechanisms incur a negligible performance impact (well under 1%)—the slowdowns we report are entirely attributable to slow memory accesses.

We briefly discuss our findings for each application. Table 6.2 reports each application’s footprint in terms of resident set size (RSS) and file-mapped pages. The memory savings quoted for each benchmark is the average cold memory fraction over the benchmark’s runtime.

Cassandra: We report the breakdown of hot and cold 2MB and 4KB pages over time
Figure 6.6: Amount of cold data in MySQL-TPCC identified at run time with 1.3% throughput degradation.

for Cassandra in Figure 6.5 for the write-heavy workload. Thermostat identifies between 40-50% of Cassandra's footprint (including both 4KB and 2MB pages) as cold. Note that the cold 4KB pages are solely due to splitting of cold huge pages during profiling (≈ 5% of cold pages are 4KB, since our profiling strategy is agnostic of a page being hot or cold). Note that the resulting throughput degradation of 2% falls slightly under our target of 3%. We observe ≈ 1% higher average, 95th, and 99th percentile read/write latency for Cassandra with Thermostat. Based on this performance vs. footprint trade-off, we estimate Thermostat enables a net cost savings of ≈ 30% for Cassandra (see Section 6.5.3 for a detailed analysis). For the read-heavy workload Thermostat identifies 40% of data as cold with 2.5% throughput degradation (we omit figure due to space constraints).

The memory consumption of Cassandra grows due to in-memory Memtables filling up. The Memtable is flushed to disk in the form of an SSTable, which then leads to a sharp decrease in memory consumption. However, we do not observe such a compaction event
in our configuration, due to the large amount of memory provisioned for Cassandra in our test scenario.

**MySQL-TPCC**: In Figure 6.6 we show a similar footprint graph for MySQL-TPCC. The largest table in the TPCC schema, the LINEITEM table, is infrequently read. As a result, much of TPCCs footprint (about 40-50%) is cold and can be placed in slow memory while limiting performance degradation to 1.3%.

**Aerospike**: In Figure 6.7 we show a similar footprint graph for Aerospike for the read-heavy workload. We see a small fraction of the footprint (about 15%) identified as cold while maintaining the tolerable slowdown. The average, 95th and 99th read/write latencies are all within 3% of the baseline. For the write-heavy workload, Thermostat identifies about 15% of data as cold while satisfying tolerable slowdown (we omit figure due to space constraints).

**Redis**: Unlike the other applications, Redis has a more uniform access pattern. The key data structure in Redis is a large hash table, hence, memory accesses are spread
relative uniformly over its address space; the relative hotness of pages reflects the corresponding hotness of the key distribution. We study a load where 0.01% of keys account for 90% of accesses. In Figure 6.8 we show that, under this load, 10% of the data is detected as cold at a 3% throughput degradation. The average read/write latency is 3.5% higher than the baseline.

**In-memory analytics:** We also evaluate in-memory analytics benchmark from Cloudsuite [93]. In Figure 6.9 we show Thermostat detects about 15-20% data as cold. As application footprint grows, Thermostat scans more pages and thus the cold page fraction also grows with time. We run this benchmark to completion, however, the benchmark runtime is much shorter than the previous data serving applications. (Cloudsuite is designed for tractable runtimes under expensive instrumentation and/or simulation). Nevertheless, Thermostat successfully identifies cold data while meeting the slowdown target. We expect the cold memory footprint of this application to reach steady state if a larger input were available.

Figure 6.8: Amount of cold data in Redis identified at run time with 2% throughput degradation.
Figure 6.9: Amount of cold data in in-memory analytics benchmark identified at run time with 3% runtime overhead.

**Web search**: In Figure 6.10 we show the footprint graph for the web search workload. We see about 40% of the footprint identified as cold. We observe < 1% degradation in throughput and no observable degradation in 99th percentile latency of 200ms.

### 6.5.1 Sensitivity to tolerable slowdown target

Next we show the sensitivity of Thermostat to the single input parameter specified by a system administrator, the tolerable slowdown. In our baseline evaluation, we set this parameter to 3%. However, due to changes in the price point of the memory technology or changes in data-center cost structure it may be possible to tolerate higher slowdown. To study the adaptability of Thermostat in such scenarios we also evaluate 6% and 10% slowdown targets. We show the variation in amount of cold data identified by Thermostat at run time with tolerable slowdown in Figure 6.11.

We observe that with increase in tolerable slowdown Thermostat can place a higher
fraction of memory footprint in slow memory. We also observe that the performance targets of all applications are met (we omit data due to space constraints). However, in several cases, the achieved slowdown is less than the specified slowdown.

For MySQL-TPCC, Thermostat is not able to identify additional cold data even with an increase in tolerable slowdown (cold data fraction saturates at approx 45%). This saturation happens because all remaining pages for TPCC are highly accessed, and placing any of them in slow memory results in an unacceptable application slowdown. For Aerospike, Thermostat is able to scale the cold data with varying tolerable slowdown. However, the actual slowdown doesn’t reach the target slowdown due to (a) Aerospike’s performance being insensitive to cold page accesses, and (b) the average OS fault handler latency for emulation being lower than the assumed latency of 1us used in Thermostat.

In summary, Thermostat places a higher fraction of data in slow memory if the user can tolerate more slowdown. This feature allows system administrators to better utilize expensive DRAM capacity by moving as much cold data to slow memory as possible via
Figure 6.11: Amount of cold data in identified at run time varying with the specified tolerable slowdown. All the benchmarks meet their performance targets (not shown in the figure) while placing cold data in the slow memory.

Thermostat.

6.5.2 Migration overhead and slow memory access rate

To verify that Thermostat doesn’t cause un-realizable bandwidth pressure on the slow memory, we measured the memory bandwidth required by migrations and false classifications between slow and fast memory. In Table 6.3 we observe that the required migration bandwidth is < 30 MB/s on average across all benchmarks. The highest total traffic to cold memory we observe is 60 MB/s, which is well within the projected capability of near-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(MB/s)</th>
<th>Migration</th>
<th>False-classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerospike</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-mem-Analytics</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL-TPCC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-search</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Data migration rate and false classification rate of slow memory. These rates are well-below expected bandwidth of near-future memory technologies.
future cheap memory technologies [76]. Thus, we infer that Thermostat doesn’t produce unrealistic pressure on the memory system.

6.5.3 DRAM Cost Analysis

Since DRAM pricing is volatile, and slow memory prices remain unclear, it is difficult to perform a rigorous cost-savings analysis for Thermostat. We use a simple model to estimate the cost-savings possible with Thermostat and study a range of possible ratios of DRAM to slow-memory cost. Table 6.4 shows the fraction of DRAM spending saved due to Thermostat when slow memory is $\frac{1}{3}$, $\frac{1}{4}$ and $\frac{1}{5}$ of DRAM cost. We can see that, depending on workload and memory technology, anywhere from $\approx 10\%$ (for Aerospike) to $32\%$ (for Cassandra) of DRAM cost can be saved.

### Table 6.4: Memory spending savings relative to an all-DRAM system when using slow memory with different cost points relative to DRAM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slow memory cost relative to DRAM</th>
<th>0.33×</th>
<th>0.25×</th>
<th>0.2×</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerospike</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-mem-Analytics</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL-TPCC</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-search</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.6 Discussion

6.6.1 Hardware support for access counting

The software-only page access counting mechanism described in Section 6.3.3 is desirable since it can be run on current commodity x86 hardware. However it has two sources of inaccuracy: (i) we can only count TLB misses instead of LLC misses, and (ii) the measurement process itself throttles accesses to the poisoned pages, since the poison faults to the same page are serialized. We describe below two extensions to x86 hardware that can address these shortcomings.
6.6.1.1 Fault on LLC miss:

To accurately count the number of actual cache misses caused by a page, the x86 PTE can be modified to include a “count miss” (CM) bit. The CM bit should be stored in the corresponding TLB entry as well. When the CM bit is set in a translation entry, any LLC miss to that page will result in a software fault. The CM fault handler can then be used to track the number of cache misses to that page in the same way that BadgerTrap uses the reserved bit fault handler to track number of TLB misses. The instruction triggering a CM fault should retire once the data is fetched, since replaying the instruction could lead to a cascade of CM faults. During a CM fault, the actual memory (DRAM or NVRAM) access can be done in parallel with servicing the fault to partially or fully hide the CM fault service latency.

6.6.1.2 PEBS based access counting:

In this scheme, the PEBS (Precise Event Based Sampling) subsystem in the x86 architecture can be extended to record page access information. In the current PEBS implementation, a PEBS record is stored in a pre-defined memory area on samples of specific events (LLC misses is one of them). When the area fills up, an interrupt is raised, which the kernel can then service and inspect the instructions that led to those events. The maximum PEBS sampling frequency is limited by how fast the memory area can be filled and kernel interrupts serviced. The default value in the Linux kernel for PEBS sampling frequency is 1000Hz, which is far too low to support ≈ 30,000 slow memory accesses that can be done by a single thread for a 3% performance slowdown. If the record entry only stores the physical page address of the access, it can be stored in 48b, which is far less than the entire CPU state.

Merits to slow memory software-emulation: One of the major challenges in deploying new hardware in data centers is to evaluate impact on throughput degradation and tail latency to avoid violating service level agreements. Thermostat can be used in test nodes of production systems today to evaluate the performance implication of deploying slow memory in data centers. Thermostat does not need any specialized test hardware and is pluggable with a parameterized delay for simulating slow memory. Approaches without extensive hardware changes are likely to receive more widespread adoption in the industry. Thus, using our evaluation system, we can easily evaluate the impact of using slow memory in an application for a given traffic pattern. For example, we experimented with a Zipfian traffic pattern for Redis and failed to place more that 10% of its footprint in slow memory without significant throughput degradation. Thus, such a tool allows one to
evaluate the potential usability of slow memory in production without any extra software instrumentation or hardware investment.

**Device wear:** Some likely candidates for cheap, slow memory technologies are subject to device wear, which means that the memory may not function properly if it is written too frequently. Qureshi et al. propose a simple wear-leveling technique that uses an algebraic mapping between logical addresses and physical addresses along with address-randomization techniques to improve the lifetime of memory devices subject to wear [101]. Table 6.3 shows that accesses to slow memory by Thermostat fall well below the expected endurance limits of future memory technologies.

**Spreading a 2MB page across fast and slow memories:** In our scheme, the entirety of a 2MB is placed in slow or fast memory. This has the benefit of reducing TLB misses, but consumes extra fast memory space for 2MB pages with a small hot footprint. The evaluation of a scheme which selectively places only hot portions of an otherwise cold 2MB page in fast memory is left for future work.

### 6.7 Conclusion

With recent announcements of 3D XPoint memory by Intel/Micron there is an opportunity of cutting cost of memories in data centers with improved capacity and cost per bit. However, due to projected higher access latencies of these new memory technologies it is not feasible to completely replace main memory DRAM technology. To address the renewed interest in two-tiered physical memory we presented and evaluated Thermostat, an application-transparent huge-page-aware mechanism to place pages in a dual technology hybrid memory system, while achieving both the cost advantages of two-tiered memory and performance advantages of transparent huge pages. Huge pages, being performance critical in cloud applications with large memory footprints, especially in virtualized cloud environments, need to be supported in this two-tier memory system. We present a new hot/cold classification mechanism to distinguish frequently accessed pages (hot) from infrequently accessed ones (cold). We implement Thermostat in Linux kernel version 4.5 and show that it can transparently move cold data to slow memory while satisfying a 3% tolerable slowdown. We show that our online cold page identification mechanism incurs no observable performance overhead and can migrate up to 50% of application footprint to slow memory while limiting performance degradation to 3%, thereby reducing memory cost up to 30%.
CHAPTER VII

Related Work

7.1 Page Placement And Migration

Using mixed DRAM technologies or DRAM in conjunction with non-volatile memories to improve power consumption on CPUs has been explored by several groups [102, 103, 104, 105, 106]. The majority of this work attempts to overcome the performance reductions introduced by non-DDR technologies to improve capacity, power consumption, or both. In CC-NUMA systems, there has been a long tradition of examining where to place memory pages and processes for optimal performance, typically focusing on reducing memory latency [107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112]. Whereas CPUs are highly sensitive to memory latency, GPUs can cover a much larger latency through the use of multi-threading. More recent work on page placement and migration [79, 60, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117] has considered data sharing characteristics, interconnect utilization, and memory controller queuing delays in the context of CPU page placement. However, the primary improvements in many of these works, reducing average memory latency, will not directly apply in a GPU optimized memory system.

Several recent papers have explored hybrid DRAM-NVM GPU attached memory sub-systems [118, 119]. Both of these works consider a traditional GPU model where the availability of low latency, high bandwidth access to CPU-attached memory is not considered, nor are the overheads of moving data from the host CPU onto the GPU considered. Several papers propose using a limited capacity, high bandwidth memory as a cache for a larger slower memory [120, 121], but such designs incur a high engineering overhead and would require close collaboration between GPU and CPU vendors that often do not have identically aligned visions of future computing systems.

When designing page migration policies, the impact of TLB shootdown overheads and page table updates is a constant issue. Though most details about GPU TLBs are not...
public, several recent papers have provided proposals about how to efficiently implement general purpose TLBs that are, or could be, optimized for a GPU’s needs [56, 55, 57]. Others have recently looked at improving TLB reach by exploiting locality within the virtual to physical memory remapping, or avoiding this layer completely [122, 123, 86]. Finally, Gerofi et al. [124] recently examined TLB performance of the Xeon Phi for applications with large footprints, while McCurdy et al. [125] investigated the effect of superpages and TLB coverage for HPC applications in the context of CPUs.

7.2 Cache Coherence

Cache coherence for CPUs has received great attention in the literature. Recent proposals have started to explore intra-GPU and CPU–GPU cache coherence.

**CPU Systems:** Scalable cache coherence has been studied extensively for CPU-based multicore systems. Kelm et al. show that scaling up coherence to hundreds or thousands of cores will be difficult without moving away from pure hardware-based coherence [126, 127], due to high directory storage overheads and coherence traffic [70, 128]. Whereas some groups have evaluated software shared memory implementations [129, 127], Martin et al. argue that hardware cache coherence for mainstream processors is here to stay, because shifting away from it simply shifts the burden of correctness into software instead of hardware [39]. Nevertheless, disciplined programming models coupled with efficient hardware implementations are still being pursued [130, 131, 132].

Self-invalidation protocols have been proposed to reduce invalidation traffic and reduce coherence miss latency [70, 71]. Our cacheless request coalescing scheme uses a similar idea, discarding a block immediately after fulfilling requests pending at the MSHR. Other proposals have classified data into private, shared, and instruction pages and have devised techniques to curtail coherence transactions for private data [40, 133, 134, 135]. We instead classify pages into read-only versus read-write and exploit the fact that read-only data can be safely cached in incoherent caches.

Ros and Kaxiras [135] have proposed a directory-less/broadcast-less coherence protocol where all shared data is self-invalidated at synchronization points. In this scheme, at each synchronization point (e.g., lock acquire/release, memory barrier) all caches need to be searched for shared lines and those lines have to be flushed—an expensive operation to implement across hundreds of GPU caches with data shared across thousands of concurrent threads.

**Heterogeneous Systems and GPUs:** With the widespread adoption of GPUs as a primary computing platform, the integration of CPU and GPU systems has resulted in
multiple works assuming that CPUs and GPUs will eventually become hardware cache-
coherent with shared page tables [57, 56, 14, 13]. CPU–GPU coherence mechanisms
have been investigated, revisiting many ideas from distributed shared memory and coher-
ence verification [136, 22, 137, 138]. Power et al. [22] target a hardware cache-coherent
CPU–GPU system by exploiting the idea of region coherence [41, 139, 140, 141]. They
treat the CPU and the GPU as separate regions and mitigate the effects of coherence
traffic by replacing a standard directory with a region directory. In contrast, we identify
that CPUs and GPUs need not be cache-coherent; the benefits of unified shared memory
with correctness guarantees can also be achieved via selective caching, which has lower
implementation complexity.

Mixing incoherent and coherent shared address spaces has been explored before
in the context of CPU-only systems [142] and the appropriate memory model for mixed
CPU–GPU systems is still up for debate [38, 21, 143, 144]. Hechtman et al. propose a
consistency model for GPUs based on release consistency, which allows coherence to
be enforced only at release operations. They propose a write-through no-write-allocate
write-combining cache that tracks dirty data at byte granularity. Writes must be flushed
(invalidating other cached copies) only at release operations. Under such a consistency
model, our selective caching scheme can be used to avoid the need to implement hard-
ware support for these invalidations between the CPU and GPU.

Cache coherence for GPU-only systems has been studied by Singh et al. [145], where
they propose a timestamp-based hardware cache-coherence protocol to self-invalidate
cache lines. Their scheme targets single-chip systems and would require synchronized
timers across multiple chips when implemented in multi-chip CPU-GPU environments.
Kumar et al. [146] examine CPUs and fixed-function accelerator coherence, balancing
coherence and DMA transfers to prevent data ping-pong. Suh et al. [147] propose inte-
grating different coherence protocols in separate domains (such as MESI in one domain
and MEI in another). However, this approach requires invasive changes to the coherence
protocols implemented in both domains and requires significant implementation effort by
both CPU and GPU vendors.

**Bloom Filters:** Bloom Filters [148] and Cuckoo Filters [149, 68] have been used by
several architects [150, 151, 152] in the past. Fusion coherence [137] uses a cuckoo
directory to optimize for power and area in a CMP system. JETTY filters [153] have been
proposed for reducing the energy spent on snoops in an SMP system. We use a cuckoo
filter to implement the GPU remote directory.
7.3 Two-level Memory

Application-guided two-level memory: Dulloor et al. [76] propose X-Mem, a profiling based technique to identify data structures in applications that can be placed in NVM. To use X-Mem, the application has to be modified to use special `xmalloc` and `xfree` calls instead of `malloc` and `free` and annotate the data structures using these calls. Subsequently, the X-Mem profiler collects a memory access trace of the application via PinTool [154], which is then post-processed to obtain access frequencies for each data structure. Using this information, the X-Mem system places each data structure in either fast or slow memory.

Such an approach works well when: (1) an overwhelming majority of the application memory consumption is allocated by the application itself, (2) modifiable application source code is available along with a deep knowledge of the application data structures, and (3) a representative profile run of an application can be performed. Most cloud-computing software violates some, or all, of these criteria. As we show in Section 6.5, NoSQL databases interact heavily with the OS page cache, which accounts for a significant fraction of their memory consumption. Source code for cloud applications is not always available. Moreover, even when source code is available, there is often significant variation in hotness within data structures, e.g., due to hot keys in a key-value store. Obtaining representative profile runs is difficult due to high variability in application usage patterns [100]. In contrast, Thermostat is application transparent, can dynamically identify hot and cold regions in applications at a page granularity (as opposed to data structure granularity), and can be deployed seamlessly in multi-tenant host systems.

Lin et al. present a user-level API for memory migration and an OS service to perform asynchronous, hardware-accelerated memory moves [155]. However, Thermostat is able to avoid excessive page migrations by accurately profiling and identifying hot and cold pages, and hence can rely on Linux’s existing page migration mechanism without suffering undue throughput degradation. Agarwal et al. [14] [13] demonstrate the throughput advantages of profile guided data placement for GPU applications. Chen et al. [156] present a portable data placement engine directed towards GPUs. Both of these proposals seek to maximize bandwidth utilization across memory sub-systems with disparate peak bandwidth capability. They focus on bandwidth- rather than latency-sensitive applications and do not seek to reduce system cost.

Linux provides the `madvise` API for applications to provide hints about application memory usage. Jang et al. propose an abstraction for page coloring to enable communication between applications and the OS to indicate which physical page should be
used to back a particular virtual page. Our approach, however, is application transparent and does not rely on hints, eliminating the programmer burden of rewriting applications to exploit dual-technology memory systems.

**Software-managed two-level memory:** AutoNUMA [79] is an automatic placement/migration mechanism for co-locating processes and their memory on the same NUMA node to optimize memory access latency. AutoNUMA relies on CPU-page access affinity to make placement decisions. In contrast, Thermostat makes its decisions based on the page access rate, irrespective of which CPU issued the accesses.

**Hardware-managed two-level memory:** Several researchers [157, 77] have proposed hybrid dual technology memory organizations with hardware enhancements. In such approaches, DRAM is typically used as a transparent cache for a slower memory technology. Such designs require extensive changes to the hardware memory hierarchy; Thermostat can place comparable fractions of the application footprint in slower memory without any special hardware support in the processor or caches.

**Disaggregated memory:** Lim et al. [36, 38] propose a disaggregated memory architecture in which a central pool of memory is accessed by several nodes over a fast network. This approach reduces DRAM provisioning requirements significantly. However, due to the high latency of network links, performing remote accesses at cache-line level granularity is not fruitful, leading Lim to advocate a remote paging interface. For the latency range that Lim assumed (12-15us), our experience confirms that application slowdowns are prohibitive. However, for the expected sub-microsecond access latency of near-future cheap memory technologies, our work shows that direct cache-line-grain access to slow memory can lead to substantial cost savings.

**Cold data detection:** Cold/stale data detection has been extensively studied in the past, mainly in the context of paging policies and disk page caching policies, including mechanisms like kstaled [81, 82, 158]. Our work differs from such efforts in that we study the impact of huge pages on cold data detection, and show a low-overhead method to detect and place cold data in slow memory without significant throughput degradation. Baskakov et al. [159] and Guo et al. [83] propose a cold data detection scheme by breaking 2MB pages into 4KB pages so as to detect cold-spots in large 2MB pages and utilizing PTE “Accessed” bits. However, as we have shown in Section 6.2.1, obtaining performance degradation estimates from Accessed bits is difficult. Thus, we instead use finer grain access frequency information obtained through page poisoning.

**NVM/Disks:** Several upcoming memory technologies are non-volatile, as well as slower and cheaper than DRAM. The non-volatility of such devices has been exploited by works like PMFS [160] and pVM [161]. These works shift a significant fraction of persis-
tent data from disks to non-volatile memories (NVMs), and obtain significant performance benefits due to the much faster speed of NVMs as compared to disks. Our work explores placing volatile data in cheaper memory to reduce cost, and as such is complementary to such approaches.

**Hardware modifications for performance modeling:** Li et al. [78] propose a set of hardware modifications for gauging the impact of moving a given page to DRAM from NVM based on its access frequency, row buffer locality and memory level parallelism. The most impactful pages are then moved to DRAM. In a similar vein, Azimi et al. [162] propose hardware structures to gather LRU stack and miss rate curve information online. However, unlike our work, these techniques require several modifications to the processor and memory controller architecture. Existing performance counter and PEBS support has been utilized by prior works [163, 164] to gather information related to the memory subsystem. However, gathering page granularity access information at higher frequency from the PEBS subsystem requires a high overhead and so is not desirable.
CHAPTER VIII

Conclusion

Current OS page placement policies are optimized for both homogeneous memory and latency sensitive systems. With the emergence of shared virtual address CPU-GPU systems and new memory technologies like Intel/Micron’s 3D XPoint memory management policies need to account for difference in bandwidth, coherence domains, cost per dollar of different memory technologies, deployed to use concurrently by the computing agents.

The first problem we examine is one that the GPU industry is facing on how to best handle memory placement for upcoming cache coherent GPU-CPU systems. While the problem of page placement in heterogeneous memories has been studied extensively in the context of CPU-only systems, the integration of GPUs and CPUs provides several unique challenges. First, GPUs are extremely sensitive to memory bandwidth, whereas traditional memory placement decisions for CPU-only systems have tried to optimize latency as their first-order concern. Second, while traditional SMP workloads have the option to migrate the executing computation between identical CPUs, mixed GPU-CPU workloads do not generally have that option since the workloads (and programming models) typically dictate the type of core on which to run. Finally, to support increasingly general purpose programming models, where the data the GPU shares a common address space with the CPU and is not necessarily known before the GPU kernel launch, programmer-specified up-front data migration is unlikely to be a viable solution in the future.

We propose a new BW-AWARE page placement policy that uses memory system information about heterogeneous CPU-GPU memory system characteristics to place data appropriately, achieving 35% performance improvement on average over existing policies without requiring any application awareness. We also present an intelligent dynamic page migration solution that maximizes the bandwidth utilization of different memory technologies in heterogeneous CPU-GPU memory system. We identify that demand-based
migration alone is unlikely to be a viable solution due to both application variability and the
need for aggressive prefetching of pages the GPU is likely to touch, but has not touched
yet. The use of range expansion based on virtual address space locality, rather than
physical page counters, provides a simple method for exposing application locality while
eliminating the need for hardware counters exploiting the memory access pattern of GPU
computer applications. Developing a system with minimal hardware support is important
in the context of upcoming CPU-GPU systems, where multiple vendors may be supplying
components in such a system and relying on specific hardware support on either the GPU
or CPU to achieve performant page migration may not be feasible.

Introducing globally visible shared memory in future CPU/GPU systems improves pro-
gramer productivity and significantly reduces the barrier to entry of using such systems
for many applications. Hardware cache coherence can provide such shared memory
and extend the benefits of on-chip caching to all memory within the system. However,
extending hardware cache coherence throughout the GPU places enormous scalability
demands on the coherence implementation. Moreover, integrating discrete processors,
possibly designed by distinct vendors, into a single coherence protocol is a prohibitive
engineering and verification challenge.

In this thesis we also explore the problem of CPU-GPU coherence. Despite its pro-
grammability benefits, cache coherence between CPU and GPU can be a daunting design
challenge due to coordination required between different vendors to implement such a so-
lution. To mitigate this problem, we propose Selective Caching, a technique that disallows
GPU caching of memory touched by CPU so as to maintain coherence without requir-
ing cache coherence. We show that Selective Caching coupled with request coalescing,
a CPU side GPU client cache, and variable sized transfer units can reach 93% of the
performance of a cache-coherent system.

The second major avenue we look at is the usage of cheaper (per-bit) but slower
memory technologies in cloud deployments. Upcoming technologies such as Intel/Mi-
cron’s 3D-XPoint can significantly reduce data-center costs by reducing provisioning of
costly DRAM. However, the higher latencies of these memory technologies mean that
they can not replace DRAM fully. Thus, heterogeneous memory systems with both slow
and fast memory interfaces are likely to be deployed by cloud vendors. To address the
renewed interest in two-tiered physical memory we present and evaluate Thermostat, an
application-transparent huge-page-aware mechanism to place pages in a dual technol-
ogy hybrid memory system, while achieving both the cost advantages of two-tiered mem-
ory and performance advantages of transparent huge pages. Huge pages, being perform-
ance critical in cloud applications with large memory footprints, especially in virtualized
cloud environments, need to be supported in this two-tier memory system. We present a new hot/cold classification mechanism to distinguish frequently accessed pages (hot) from infrequently accessed ones (cold). We implement Thermostat in Linux kernel version 4.5 and show that it can transparently move cold data to slow memory while satisfying a 3% tolerable slowdown. We show that our online cold page identification mechanism incurs no observable performance overhead and can migrate up to 50% of application footprint to slow memory while limiting performance degradation to 3%, thereby reducing memory cost up to 30%.
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